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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is the application of multipolarization synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data for characterization of marine oil spills and other low backscatter ocean phenomena.
SAR is a valuable tool for detection and monitoring of oil spills. However, one limitation for
operational oil spill detection is the number of natural phenomena that can produce similar
SAR signatures as oil spills and cause false alarms. In this thesis, a variety of features based
on dual-copolarization measurements are investigated for the purpose of discrimination
between oil spills and other low backscatter ocean regions. Both C-band data, which have
traditionally been used for oil spill observation, and X-band data, which are only more
recently applied for this purpose, are investigated. The analysis is performed on a unique
data set collected during annual oil spill exercises in the North Sea.

Characterization of low backscatter regions can be limited by the proximity of the
received signal to the sensor noise floor. For Radarsat-2 fine quad-polarization data, a high
degree of noise contamination is here observed in the cross-polarization channels, and these
are discarded. Only copolarization channels are used throughout this thesis. A number of
dual-copolarization features are compared in terms of their ability to discriminate between
low backscatter regions of varying origin. The two most promising features are selected
and used as basis for image classification, and the results show that the feature pair can
distinguish between a simulated biogenic slick and mineral oil spills.

As X-band sensors are being included in operational oil spill detection services, more
documentation on the effect of the frequency and the variation between sensors is requested.
X-band data from TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed are here investigated and found
useful for oil spill detection in low wind conditions, except at very large incidence angles.
TerraSAR-X is found preferable to COSMO-SkyMed when multipolarization techniques are
used, due to the preservation of relative phase information in the former. A comparison
between C- and X-band data is conducted, including analysis of near coincident acquisitions
by Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X. No clear difference in the data quality, including signal-to-
noise levels and damping ratios, is found between the sensors. Multipolarization features
on the other hand, show enhanced slick-sea contrasts and better discrimination between
mineral oil spills and other low backscatter regions in Radarsat-2 compared to TerraSAR-
X. The presence of a non-Bragg scattering component in the data is revealed for both
sensors. A relatively higher contribution of non-Bragg scattering and a larger deviation
from Gaussian statistics are observed in TerraSAR-X data compared to Radarsat-2 data.
A larger contribution of non-Bragg scattering to the total backscatter is also observed in
slick-covered regions compared to the slick-free sea surface.

A potential for using log-cumulants for discrimination between mineral oil spills and
other marine low backscatter regions is demonstrated. This is shown for both Radarsat-2
and TerraSAR-X, and for both single-polarization and multipolarization data. The proposed
method has a potential for classification of low backscatter ocean regions of unknown origin.

The work presented in this thesis adds to the on-going discussion on the use of mul-
tipolarization data for oil spill characterization, including the effect of varying sensor
parameters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is the application of multipolarization C- and X-band synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) data for characterization of marine oil spills and other low backscatter
ocean phenomena. This chapter presents the motivation for the study and the outline of
the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Marine oil spills can have serious environmental and economic effects. Large oil spills in
connection with oil production and transportation receive massive publicity. However, a
much larger volume of oil is released into the oceans during operational discharges from
ships, which take place continuously around the world and are often illegal.

Spaceborne SAR sensors have proven to be a useful tool for detection and monitoring
of illegal and accidental oil releases. SAR sensors can operate during both day and night
and in most weather conditions, and are used in operational oil spill detection services for
continuous surveillance of vast ocean areas. However, some challenges still exist. The most
important may be the so-called look-alikes. These are natural phenomena which produce
similar SAR signatures as oil spills and include natural films produced by marine organisms,
low wind areas, grease ice, rain cells, shear zones, internal waves and ship wakes [Brekke
and Solberg, 2005]. Discrimination between oil spills and look-alikes is important to
avoid false alarms and ensure more reliable oil spill detection services. Extraction of slick
information, e.g., thickness, volume and oil type, is also desired to obtain more effective
response operations. This type of information can currently not be retrieved from SAR data.
Reliable methods for discrimination between oil slicks and look-alikes and for extraction of
slick information can contribute to reducing the amount of illegal oil releases and to limit
the environmental effects of accidental spills. Much research efforts are put into these topics.
The main focus of this thesis is characterization of low backscatter ocean regions, which
here refers to the tasks of describing the properties of a given region and the identification
of its origin, e.g., oil spill or other phenomena.

Currently, single-polarization SAR data are used for operational oil spill detection.
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Over the last decade, several sensors operating in dual- and quad-polarization modes, in
which two or four polarization channels are acquired simultaneously, have been launched,
e.g., TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2. A number of studies have investigated the use of
these data types for observing oil spills, and a potential for oil slick characterization has
been demonstrated in, e.g., [Migliaccio et al., 2008,Nunziata et al., 2008,Migliaccio et al.,
2009b,Minchew et al., 2012,Shirvany et al., 2012].

Operational oil spill detection services rely on high spatial and temporal coverage of
the ocean surfaces. Conventionally, SAR sensors operating in the C-band (3.75 - 7.5 GHz)
frequency range have been used for oil spill detection. However, several of the more recently
launched sensors, as well as planned missions, operate in the X-band (7.5 - 12 GHz) range.
As these sensors are now being incorporated into the detection services to improve the
coverage, more documentation on the applicability of X-band sensors compared to C-band
sensors is requested by the industry.

One challenge for the research on remote sensing of marine oil spills is the limited
availability of data, particularly multipolarization data, which are currently not used
operationally. Controlled releases of oil for research purposes are generally not allowed.
However, an annual exercise is conducted in the North Sea where oil is released onto the open
ocean in order to test newly developed oil spill response equipment. We have taken advantage
of these opportunities to collect the unique data set used in this thesis, which includes data
from different satellite and airborne sensors and corresponding ground truth information.
Multipolarization SAR data from Radarsat-2, TerraSAR-X and the COnstellation of small
Satellites for the Mediterranean basin Observation (COSMO-SkyMed), containing mineral
oil spills and simulated biogenic slicks, are acquired. This data set allows for a thorough
study of the imaging of oil spills with C- and X-band SAR in dual- and quad-polarization
modes.

This thesis presents an extensive investigation on the use of multipolarization C- and
X-band SAR data for characterization of marine oil spills and other low backscatter ocean
phenomena. Four papers compose the research contribution of the thesis, and the main
objectives are:

• to compare the usefulness of various multipolarization SAR features in terms of oil
slick characterization ability (Papers I - III),

• to investigate the usefulness of X-band data for oil spill observation (Paper I and
Paper III),

• to compare near-coincident C- and X-band acquisitions of low backscatter regions of
various origin in terms of data quality and various signal characteristics (Paper III),

• to investigate the contribution of different scattering mechanisms in various low
backscatter ocean phenomena (Paper III),

• to investigate the potential of selected statistical descriptors for discrimination between
oil spills and other low backscatter ocean phenomena (Paper III and Paper IV).
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This thesis presents for the first time an annual series of experiments where multipolarization
acquisitions of real oil spills on the open ocean are collected and analyzed. Each experiment
is conducted at the same location and time of year and data are collected with a set of
SAR sensors.

1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to oil spills, their
properties and effects when oil is released into the marine environment. Chapter 3 provides
a brief discussion on the use of various sensors for remote sensing of oil spills. The
basic principles and properties of SAR sensors are described in Chapter 4, including an
introduction to SAR polarimetry and statistical data properties. The use of SAR sensors
for observing oil spills is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the oil-on-water
experiments and the data collection. A summary of the four publications that contains
the research contribution of this thesis is provided in Chapter 7, whereas the full papers
are presented in Chapters 8 - 11. Research conclusions and a future outlook are given in
Chapter 12.
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Chapter 2

Oil Spills in the Marine Environment

Oil is released into the marine environment on a regular basis. The major oil spills that
attract the attention of the media and the public only account for a small part of these
releases. Large volumes of oil are also discharged from ships during routine operations.
These spills, which can be both legal and illegal, take place continuously around the world,
and also pose a threat for the marine environment. This chapter gives an introduction to
the topic of marine oil spills, including an overview of important oil properties, weathering
mechanisms, oil spill effects and actions taken to reduce the problem.

2.1 Accidents, Discharges and Natural Releases of Oil

The volume of oil released into the world’s oceans every year is estimated to about 1.2 million
tonnes. About half of this is released as natural seeps from geological strata below the sea
floor, and the other half from anthropogenic sources during oil production, transportation
and consumption [Schmidt-Etkin, 2011].

Accidental spillage from tankers has been recorded since 1970. Despite the increasing
volume of oil that is transported by sea, a significant decrease in the number and volume
of medium and large spills has taken place since 1970. The oil released in medium and
large (> 7 tonnes) accidents amounted to 12.000 tonnes in 2010, 2.000 tonnes in 2011,
1.000 tonnes in 2012 and 7.000 tonnes in 2013 [The International Tanker Owners Pollution
Federation Limited, 2014]. The oil spill occurrence correlates with major production areas
and transportation routes. One fifth of the oil spilled on global scale in the period 1960 -
2002 took place in the European Atlantic, with the English Channel and the Galician coast
as the most affected areas [Vieites et al., 2004].

Two well-known tanker accidents are those of Exxon Valdez and Prestige. Exxon Valdez
ran aground in the Prince William Sound in Alaska in March 1989. An estimated 36.000
tonnes of Alaska North Slope crude oil was released and more than 2.000 km of coastline were
oiled [National Research Council, 2003]. In November 2002, the Prestige tanker sank off the
Spanish coast of Galicia, releasing ∼ 64.000 tonnes of oil [Kluser et al., 2006]. More recently,
the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico caught international attention.
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After the blowout in April 2010, an estimated 700.000 m3 of oil were released before the
well was capped in July 2010. The accident had large biological and economic consequences
and is the worst environmental disaster in the history of the United States [Kwon and Li,
2012,Minchew et al., 2012].

In addition to the accidental releases of oil, intentional discharges, legal and illegal,
take place continuously around the world during routing tanker operations. Oily waste,
including ballast water, tank washing residues and bilge water, are discharged rather than
delivered at appropriate facilities due to costs, increased dock time, lack of facilities and
lack of inspections and sanctions [Kluser et al., 2006]. The amount of illegally discharged
oil during routine operations is difficult to estimate and varying numbers are found in the
literature. According to [Kluser et al., 2006], at least 3000 annual major events of illegal
dumping have been estimated for Europe alone. This amounts to 1.750 - 5.000 tonnes in
the Baltic Sea, 15.000 - 60.000 tonnes in the North Sea and more than 400.000 tonnes in
the Mediterranean. The oil released in operational discharges may hence far exceed the
accidental spillage [Kluser et al., 2006].

2.2 Oil Properties

The term oil describes a wide variety of both natural substances of plant, animal and
mineral origin, and different synthetic compounds. Crude oil is a naturally occurring oil,
generated by geological and geochemical processes [National Research Council, 2003]. A
number of oil properties can affect the fate and behavior of an oil spill:

• Viscosity is the oils resistance to flow. Low viscosity oils flow more easily than those
of high viscosity [National Research Council, 2003]. The former type spreads more
rapidly than the latter, and is easier to pump and skim [Fingas, 2011b]. The viscosity
is largely determined by the relative amount of light and heavy components, with
decreasing values as the amount of light components increases. In most oils, the
viscosity increases approximately exponentially with decreasing temperatures [Fingas,
2011b].

• Density is the mass of a given volume. This property is used to define light versus
heavy oils, and indicates whether a specific oil will float or sink in water. Sea
water has density 1.03 g/cm3 (at 15◦C), whereas the densities of most oils are in
the range 0.7 - 0.99 g/cm3 (at 15◦C). Hence, most oils will float [National Research
Council, 2003, Fingas, 2011b]. The density decreases approximately linearly with
temperature [Hollebone, 2011].

• Solubility in water measures the amount of oil that will dissolve in the water column
on molecular basis. The solubility of oil in water is small, generally less than 100 parts
per million, but the soluble parts of the oil can be toxic for the aquatic life [National
Research Council, 2003,Fingas, 2011b].
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• Flash point is the temperature where enough vapor is produced that it could ignite if
exposed to an open flame [Fingas, 2011b].

• Pour point is the temperature where the time it takes to pour the oil from a standard
measuring vessel exceeds a specified limit [Fingas, 2011b].

• American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity is a measure of specific gravity, which
describes the density of oil compared to water. API of water is 10◦, and oils with
progressively larger density have lower API values [Fingas, 2011b].

• Interfacial tension/ surface tension is the attraction or repulsion force between oil
and water surface molecules. Lower values of interfacial tension indicate a greater
extent of spreading [Fingas, 2011b].

Because the crude oil composition varies, each oil type has unique characteristics, which
will affect the behavior and effects of an oil spill and the efficiency of cleanup efforts. The
most important properties for the fate and behavior of spills are viscosity, density and
solubility [National Research Council, 2003,Fingas, 2011b]. Typical properties of various
oil types are given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Typical oil properties for selected oil types [Fingas, 2011b]. IFO denotes
Intermediate Fuel Oil.

Gasoline Diesel Light Heavy IFO Bunker C
crude crude

Viscosity 0.5 2 5 to 50 50 to 50.000 1.000 to 15.000 10.000 to 50.000
(mPa·s, 15◦C)

Density 0.72 0.84 0.78 to 0.88 0.88 to 1.0 0.94 to 0.99 0.96 to 1.04
(g/mL, 15◦C)

Solubility in 200 40 10 to 50 5 to 30 10 to 30 1 to 5
water (ppm)

Flash point -35 45 -30 to 30 -30 to 60 80 to 100 >100
(◦C)

Pour point not -35 to -10 -40 to 30 -40 to 30 -10 to 10 5 to 20
(◦C) relevant

API gravity 65 35 30 to 50 10 to 30 10 to 20 5 to 15

Interfacial 27 27 10 to 30 15 to 30 25 to 30 25 to 35
tension
(mN/m, 15◦C)
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2.3 Weathering of Marine Oil Spills

Crude oils released into the marine environment are immediately subjected to weather-
ing processes, which transform the physical and chemical characteristics of the released
substance:

• Evaporation is in many cases the most important weathering process in terms of mass
balance. Within a few days, up to 75% (40%) of the original volume of light (medium)
crudes can be lost. Heavy or residual oils will lose no more than 10% in the first days
after the spill [National Research Council, 2003]. The density and viscosity increase
during the evaporation process [Lehr, 2001].

• Emulsification is the formation of various states of water in oil. Emulsions may not
always form, and water may simply be entrained by the oil due to viscous forces,
without forming more stable emulsions. It is distinguished between four water-in-oil
states: stable emulsions, meso-stable emulsions, unstable emulsions and entrained
water. Properties change significantly between the different types [National Research
Council, 2003]. The water content in stable emulsions is between 60% and 85%,
expanding the volume by three to five times. The density and viscosity increase with
increasing emulsification, the latter typically by three orders of magnitude [National
Research Council, 2003]. By increasing the viscosity and thickness, emulsification
contributes significantly to the persistence of oil spills [Reed et al., 1999].

• Dispersion takes place when the oil is subjected to turbulent wave energy, and parts
of the oil break up into drops of 1 - 1000 µm diameters, which are mixed down in the
water column. For slicks of low viscosity oil under high sea state conditions, dispersion
becomes the dominating process for removal of oil, and 90% or more of the slick may
be dispersed. As the viscosity of the slick increases, the dispersibility decreases [Lehr,
2001].

• Dissolution is the chemical stabilization of oil components in the water, accounting
for a small portion of the oil loss. However, as the soluble components of the oil can
be toxic to aquatic species, it is still an important process [National Research Council,
2003].

• Spreading is especially important in the initial phase after release. The oil does not
spread uniformly, and areas of thinner and thicker oil will form [Lehr, 2001]. It has
been found that more than 90% of the oil is contained in less than 10% of the slick
area [Hollinger and Mennella, 1973]. A high viscosity or high density will decrease
the spreading in the first stage of the process [Kotova et al., 1998].

• Oxidation alters the mixture of organic compounds in the crude oil, creating new
compounds and rearranging the distribution of the residuals. The oxidized products
are more soluble in water than the original. Preferential oxidation of compounds
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Figure 2.1: Weathering processes acting on an oil spill. Figure adapted from [The Interna-
tional Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited, 2002].

of low molecular weight increases the density of the unoxidized residue [National
Research Council, 2003].

• Biodegradation of hydrocarbons has been considered one of the principal removal
mechanisms in the aquatic environment. Environmental factors, including oxygen
concentration, nutrients, temperature, salinity and pressure, as well as oil properties
and energy level of the environment affect the biodegradation rates [National Research
Council, 2003].

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the various weathering processes. The weathering depends more on the
oil type than on environmental conditions. However, most processes are highly temperature
dependent and will often slow to insignificant rates as the temperature decreases towards
0◦C [National Research Council, 2003]. Oil spills may have a longer residence in cold
environments, as the oil may be more viscous and the weathering slower in these conditions
[Shigenaka, 2011]. The presence of breaking waves, occurring at wind speeds > 5 m/s,
is a requirement for water uptake, and the dispersion rate varies proportionally to the
square of the wind speed [Kotova et al., 1998]. Winds and currents can also enhance
spreading [Fingas, 2011c]. The relative contribution of each weathering mechanism changes
with time. Various models for the prediction of oil movement and weathering are described
in, e.g., [Klemas, 2010,Fingas, 2011d].
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2.4 Oil Spill Effects

Oil released into the marine environment can have serious environmental impacts, as well
as economic consequences. The impacts and damages vary from event to event and depend
on a number of factors, including the rate and volume of the release, the properties of the
released oil, the properties of the local ecosystems, season, oceanographic conditions and
weather conditions [Schmidt-Etkin, 2011,Shigenaka, 2011].

Most of the reported tanker spills take place in areas belonging to the Large Marine
Ecosystems of the World, which are defined as the most productive ocean areas, and in
zones with fragile coral reef ecosystems and marine biodiversity hotspots. Following an oil
spill, flora and fauna populations in the polluted area may be reduced or die out. Birds,
sea mammals, fish and marine invertebrate species are among the most impacted groups,
but the whole food chain can be affected. Marine organisms may be harmed from direct
contact, ingestion and through destruction of habitats. Direct exposure of birds to oil can
lead to oil-covered feathers. This in turn can prevent them from flying, making them heavy
enough to sink or lead to death by hypothermia. Fish can ingest oil through their gills,
which can lead to inhibition of the ability to reproduce, cause deterioration in the DNA and
cause deformed offspring. Oil that sinks can mix with sediments and destroy the habitats
of bottom-dwelling organisms as well as spawning sites for other fauna. The actual effects
and the time required for recovery vary between species and are not exactly known. Oil
may also wash up on shore, causing damage to the coastal ecosystems, and possibly leak
into fresh groundwater reservoirs. If the oil catches fire, it releases gases that contribute to
global warming and acid rain [Vieites et al., 2004,Kluser et al., 2006]. The presence of oil
spills can also affect the ocean-atmosphere interaction such as energy transfer from wind to
waves, surface temperature variability and gas exchange [Ivanov, 2011].

The worldwide average cost of cleanup ranges between 20 - 200 dollars per liter oil,
depending on oil type and location [Fingas, 2011a]. The losses attributed to the DWH
accident is reported to be approximately 22.6 billion dollars, not including long-term
environmental and economic losses. Nearly 7000 animals, including birds, turtles, dolphins
and other mammals were killed due to this accident. The livelihoods of fishermen are
at risk as they lost their source of income, and the tourism industry has been heavily
affected [Kwon and Li, 2012].

2.5 Efforts to Reduce Oil Spills

The international legal regime regarding ship pollution is defined in the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78), adopted in 1973
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). The convention defines restrictions on
the amount of oil that can be legally released in a given area and within a certain distance
from shore. It includes a definition of Special Areas that are considered especially vulnerable,
where discharges are completely prohibited, with minor and well-defined exceptions. The
majority of the European seas are considered Special Areas, except for the Norwegian
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Sea, the Bay of Biscay and the Iberian Coast [Kluser et al., 2006, Ferraro et al., 2009].
However, large amounts of oil are still discharged in these areas, as will be further discussed
in Section 5.1.

The European Community urges marine companies to stop illegal dumping, and often
brings to justice those that don’t obey. Requirements for proper waste collection facilities
are included in the European Directive 2000 59. Other measures reinforced by the European
Commission include appropriate legal systems and aerial and satellite observation [Kluser
et al., 2006].

In the North Sea, regular aerial surveillance for oil spill detection started in the 1980s.
The eight countries bordering to the North Sea work together under the Bonn Agreement,
which was signed in 1996 [Ferraro et al., 2009]. CleanSeaNet is the European satellite
oil spill monitoring and vessel detection service that has been operated by the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) since 2007. The objectives of ClenSeaNet are to monitor
the European ocean areas to identify illegal discharges and to support response operations
during accidental pollution [European Maritime Safety Agency, 2011]. The use of remote
sensing data for the purpose of oil spill detection and characterization is further discussed
throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Remote Sensing of Marine Oil Spills

Remote sensing is used to detect illegal and accidental oil releases, and to assist in response
operations during oil spill accidents. A variety of sensor types that utilize different parts
of the electromagnetic (EM) wave spectrum can be used for airborne and/or spaceborne
remote sensing, each with its own advantages and limitations. A combination of different
sensors and carrier platforms is used in the oil spill response system. The use of various
sensor types for oil spill observation is described in the next sections, and a summary is
presented in Table 3.1. Comparisons of the different sensors can be found in, e.g., [Jha
et al., 2008,Klemas, 2010,Fingas and Brown, 2011,Leifer et al., 2012].

3.1 Visible Sensors
Sensors operating in the visual part of the EM spectrum include still cameras, video, multi-
and hyperspectral sensors. In these wavelengths, oil has higher surface reflectance than
water. However, many false alarms, e.g., sun glint, wind sheens and biological slicks, limit
the usefulness of visible techniques for oil spill detection, and these sensors are largely
restricted to documentation of spills. Visible sensors are also limited by the requirement of
daylight and clear skies, which makes them less useful at spaceborne platforms [Fingas and
Brown, 2011].

The visual appearance of oil varies somewhat with thickness. For aerial patrol flights,
the Bonn Agreement Oil Appearance Code (BAOAC) has been developed to classify various
areas of an oil slick according to its visual appearance and to estimate oil slick volumes.
The BAOAC oil classes are defined in Table 3.2 and the visual appearance of the different
zones are shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 Infrared Sensors
Solar radiation is absorbed by oil, and partly reemitted as thermal energy in the infrared (IR)
region. In thermal IR images, thick oil appears hot or bright, oil of intermediate thicknesses
appears cool and dark, whereas thin oil or sheens are not detected. The thicknesses where
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Table 3.1: Applicability of the various EM bands for oil spill observation [Klemas, 2010].
Visible Thermal Ultraviolet Passive Radar

infrared microwave

Wavelength 0.4 - 0.7 µm 3 - 14 µm 0.3 - 0.4 µm 0.2 - 0.8 cm 1 - 30 cm

Oil detection Reflectivity Emissivity Reflectivity Emissivity Wave damping
mechanism fluorescence reflectivity (dielectric properties)

Oil contrast Bright Dark/bright Bright Bright Dark
vs. water

Oil No Relative No Relative No
thickness

Night No Yes No Yes Yes
operation

Weather Requires Light fog Requires Heavy fog Heavy fog
limitations clear sky clear sky and rain and rain

False target High Medium Low Low High
probability

the transitions take place are not well understood. However, the transition between hot and
cold oil seems to be found between 50 and 150 µm, and a minimum detectable thickness
between 10 and 70 µm has been indicated. Emulsions can normally not be detected by IR
sensors, probably due to the large water content, which reduces the temperature difference
between the oil and the surrounding sea. Thermal IR can be used also at night (the oil
appears cooler than the surrounding sea), but with lower contrast than during daytime. As
thermal IR sensors provide relative thickness information, these are valuable for guiding
response efforts to the thickest parts of an oil spill. Also for IR, look-alikes, including
seaweed, shoreline and oceanic fronts, can give false detections [Klemas, 2010,Fingas and
Brown, 2011].

3.3 Ultraviolet Sensors

Oil slicks have a significantly higher reflection than water in the ultraviolet (UV) region,
also in the thinner parts of a slick. Hence, IR and UV images can be overlaid and used
to produce maps of relative thickness. Look-alike phenomena in the UV region include
wind slicks, sun glint and biological material. As UV and IR have different look-alikes, a
combination of the two can provide more reliable oil spill indications than if either one
technique is used individually. As UV light is strongly scattered by the atmosphere, only
airborne sensors are useful [Klemas, 2010,Fingas and Brown, 2011].
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Table 3.2: Oil spill classes under the Bonn Agreement Oil Appearance Code, and corres-
ponding thickness and volume ranges [Bonn Agreement, 2009].

Appearance Thickness (µm) Litres per km2

Sheen (silvery/grey) 0.04 - 0.30 40 - 300
Rainbow 0.30 - 5.0 300 - 5.000
Metallic 5.0 - 50 5.000 - 50.000
Discontinuous true color 50 - 200 50.000 - 200.000
Continuous true color > 200 > 200.000

3.4 Laser Fluorosensors

Some compounds in mineral oils absorb UV light and become electronically excited. The
excitation is released through fluorescence emission, mainly in the visible region. The
fluorescence is a strong indication of oil as few other compounds show this behavior.
Different oil types provide slightly different fluorescent intensities and spectral signatures,
enabling a distinction between some oil types under certain conditions. These sensors are
viewed as a powerful tool in oil spill remote sensing as they can be used to estimate oil
thickness, to discriminate between oiled and unoiled seaweed and to detect oil on shorelines
and in some ice and snow conditions [Fingas and Brown, 2011].

3.5 Microwave Radiometers

Microwave radiometers are passive sensors that measure the emissivity of the surface.
Clean sea and oil have apparent emissivities of 0.4 and 0.8, respectively, and the oil slicks
are therefore detected as bright areas compared to the surrounding sea. The emissivity
is expected to vary with thickness, but attempts to extract thickness information have
not provided satisfactorily results due to an ambiguous relation between measurement
and thickness. Microwave radiometers are limited by false detections due to biogenic
material, the signal-to-noise ratio is low, and achieving a high spatial resolution is difficult.
However, emerging technologies may improve the potential of these sensors for measuring
slick thickness [Klemas, 2010,Fingas and Brown, 2011].

3.6 Radars

A radar is an active sensor, which transmits microwaves and records the backscattered signal.
Oil slicks are detected by radars as areas of reduced backscatter. Radars are very useful
sensors, as they can be used during both day and night, and in most weather conditions.
However, a number of look-alike phenomena pose a challenge for oil spill detection by these
sensors.
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Figure 3.1: Visual appearance of various oil spill zones. Photo: Stine Skrunes.

Two types of imaging radars are used for remote sensing, i.e., side-looking airborne
radar (SLAR) and synthetic aperture radar (SAR). SLAR is an older, but less expensive
technology, where high resolution is achieved by a large antenna. A different concept
is applied in SAR, where the forward motion of the sensor and sophisticated electronic
processing are used to achieve high resolution, independent of the distance between the
sensor and the surface [Fingas and Brown, 2011].

SAR is seen as the most efficient satellite sensor for oil spill observation, and a rich
literature on the subject can be found. The rest of this thesis will focus on SAR, as this is
the sensor used in the work presented here. The principle and characteristics of SAR are
described in Chapter 4, and the use of SAR sensors for detection and characterization of
oil spills is addressed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Remote Sensing by SAR

SAR is considered the most efficient satellite sensor for oil spill detection. This chapter
describes the basic principle and properties of SAR, with emphasis on SAR polarimetry
and selected statistical data properties.

4.1 Imaging Geometry

SAR is an active, imaging sensor, transmitting microwaves and recording the backscattered
signal, producing a two-dimensional image of the ground. The image matrix consists
of pixels associated with a small area on the Earth’s surface. Each pixel represents the
reflectivity of the scatterers contained in the corresponding resolution cell. The surface
reflectivity, also expressed as the radar backscatter coefficient σ0, is a function of the radar
system parameters, e.g., frequency, polarization and incidence angle, and of the surface
parameters such as roughness, dielectric properties and topography [Lee and Pottier, 2009].
As SAR sensors provide their own illumination source, and microwaves can penetrate clouds,
SAR can operate in both day and night, and in nearly all weather conditions.

The geometry of a SAR sensor system is shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. The sensor
platform is moving in the azimuth direction, and the SAR antenna is looking sideways
in the range direction, perpendicular to the direction of travel. The antenna dimensions
determine the illuminated area on the ground. The coverage of a scene in range direction is
referred to as the swath width. The part of the swath closest to the satellite track is the
near range, and the part furthest away from the track is the far range.

Two different range measures are used, i.e., slant range and ground range, as indicated
in Fig. 4.2. Slant range is measured along the radar line of sight, and the pixels correspond
to the actual SAR measurements, but the geometry is distorted relative to a map projection.
The measurements can be resampled into ground range, which is the range along the ground
measured from nadir, to obtain a correct geometry relative to a map projection. This
requires a reference surface or projection, and an interpolation must be done, introducing
correlation between pixels [Oliver and Quegan, 2004].

The illumination geometry is often given in terms of the incidence angle, which is
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Figure 4.1: Imaging geometry of a SAR sensor. Figure adapted from [van Zyl and Kim,
2011].

the angle between the radar beam and the normal to the surface. The grazing angle is
the complement of the incidence angle. The geometry may also be described by the look
angle, which is the angle between the radar beam at the sensor and the vertical, and its
complement, the depression angle, as indicated in Fig. 4.2 [van Zyl and Kim, 2011].

4.2 Resolution

The spatial resolution is the minimum distance between two points on the surface that
allows the reflected signal from the two points to be separated. For objects separated by a
smaller distance, the reflections will overlap and they will appear as one target. In SAR,
surface elements are separated in range and azimuth directions by using the time delay
between echoes and the Doppler history, respectively [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006].

The slant range resolution rs is given as

rs =
c

2B
, (4.1)

where c is the speed of light and B is the signal bandwidth given as B = 1/τ , where
τ is the pulse length. The ground range resolution rg is related to rs (using flat Earth
approximation) through

rg =
rs

sin θ
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of some important radar imaging terms. Figure adapted from [van
Zyl and Kim, 2011].

and hence varies nonlinearly across the swath with the incidence angle θ. To obtain a good
range resolution, a short pulse can be used. However, this is in conflict with the desire to
have a high-energy pulse to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. This problem is overcome
by using a frequency modulated pulse, called a chirp, in which the frequency is linearly
changed through the pulse. The chirp is applied in both real aperture radar (RAR) and
SAR sensors [Elachi and van Zyl, 2006].

In the azimuth direction however, the SAR is distinctive from other systems as it
improves the azimuth resolution by aperture synthesis. In a RAR sensor, the azimuth
resolution is given as Rλ/da, where R is the distance from the sensor to the surface, λ is the
wavelength of the SAR signal and da is the antenna length. In this case, the resolution may
be enhanced by reducing the distance between the sensor and the surface or by increasing
the antenna length. None of these options are practical solutions for a spaceborne sensor.
To improve the azimuth resolution in SAR, a synthetic aperture technique is applied. When
the radar beam is directed orthogonal to the direction of travel, a point on the surface is
illuminated for an extended period of time as the radar beam traverses the point. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3. As the beam passes over the target, the point is hit by a number
of pulses at slightly varying observation geometry, producing a systematic change in the
reflected signal phase. Through sophisticated signal processing, the phase and Doppler
measurements of the point allows for a larger antenna to be synthesized, which can be
several orders of magnitude larger than the physical antenna, enhancing the azimuth
resolution [McCandless and Jackson, 2004]. The resulting SAR spatial azimuth resolution
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Figure 4.3: High azimuth resolution is achieved in a SAR sensor by using the forward
motion of the sensor to synthesize a longer antenna. Figure adapted from [van Zyl and
Kim, 2011].

is given as

ra =
da
2
. (4.3)

The ra is independent of radar wavelength and sensor-surface distance and the resolution
improves as the antenna length decreases. However, the resolution is limited by other
factors related to application goals (e.g., area coverage and observation geometry) and
technological limitations (e.g., data collection rate and volume, pulse power, phase control
and calibration) [McCandless and Jackson, 2004,van Zyl and Kim, 2011]. The resolution
given in (4.3) assumes a fixed antenna pointing direction with the SAR operating in
the stripmap mode. Higher resolution can be obtained by steering the antenna (see
Section 4.7.1) [Oliver and Quegan, 2004].

4.3 Speckle

A characteristic of SAR images is the grainy appearance caused by randomly distributed
dark and bright pixels throughout the image. This "salt and pepper" appearance is referred
to as speckle. In a SAR image of a distributed target, each resolution cell usually contains
a large number of independent scatterers, and the speckle occur due to constructive and
destructive interference between the many scattering events. Hence, speckle is an inherent
property of SAR measurements, and can statistically be modeled as a random walk in the
complex plane. Speckle can be considered as noise. However, it is not noise in the classic
sense. As it is the radar signature of a point on the surface under the given circumstances,
the speckle also carries information [McCandless and Jackson, 2004,Oliver and Quegan,
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2004].
The speckle causes large variations in the SAR measurements, also within a uniform

area. It complicates the image analysis, and reduces the effectiveness of image segmentation
and classification techniques. Therefore, speckle is commonly reduced by the process of
multilooking. Multilooking can be done during the image formation by dividing the full
aperture into sub-apertures and averaging these, or it can be done in the spatial domain by
averaging over a neighborhood of pixels. The standard deviation of the speckle is reduced
proportionally to

√
L, when L is the number of independent looks [Massonnet and Souyris,

2008].
For a rough homogeneous surface with a large number of scatterers present within each

resolution cell, the sum of the reflected waves can be assumed to have a phase uniformly
distributed between −π and π. This is referred to as fully developed speckle. From the
central limit theorem, the real and imaginary parts of the sum are independently and
identically Gaussian distributed with zero mean. Further, the amplitude of the signal will
be Rayleigh distributed and the intensity will follow a gamma distribution [Oliver and
Quegan, 2004,Lee and Pottier, 2009]. This is further addressed in Section 4.6.

4.4 Frequency
The frequency v = 1/λ of the SAR signal, is very important for the interaction between
the transmitted wave and the observed surface. As the frequency increases, the signal
will interact with smaller surface elements, and the penetration depth will decrease. High
frequency sensors are more sensitive to heavy rain, which can attenuate the signal and
produce image artifacts. These processes are further discussed in Chapter 5.

The microwave frequency range is divided into several bands as shown in Table 4.1. The
most commonly used frequency bands in SAR sensors are C-, X- and L-band. The effect of
frequency on the imaging of oil spills is addressed in Paper III presented in Chapter 10.

Table 4.1: Microwave frequency bands [Moreira et al., 2013].
Frequency band Ka Ku X C S L P

Frequency [GHz] 40 - 25 17.6 - 12 12 - 7.5 7.5 - 3.75 3.75 - 2 2 - 1 0.5 - 0.25
Wavelength [cm] 0.75 - 1.2 1.7 - 2.5 2.5 - 4 4 - 8 8 - 15 15 - 30 60 - 120

4.5 Polarimetry
An electromagnetic wave consists of electric and magnetic force fields that are orthogonal to
each other and to the direction of travel. The wave polarization is thought of as the shape
that the tip of the electric field would trace over time at a fixed point in space. In general,
electromagnetic waves are elliptically polarized. Special cases include linear polarization,
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Figure 4.4: Electromagnetic waves with horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarizations. Figure
from [Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, 2007].

when the ellipse is reduced to a line, and circular polarization, when a circle is traced out.
In traditional remote sensing systems, linear horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization
(see Fig. 4.4) is applied [van Zyl and Kim, 2011].

The polarization of the transmitted SAR signal affects the interaction between the wave
and the surface and hence the backscatter signal. Different transmit-receive polarization
combinations (polarization channels) contain different information, and may be used in
complement to characterize the observed surface. Which polarization channels that are
measured vary between sensors and modes.

4.5.1 Polarization Diversity

The SAR polarization diversity is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The simplest case is the single-
polarization (mono-polarization) case where only one polarization is transmitted and received.
In the case of dual-polarized systems, where two polarization channels are acquired, several
variations exist. These include transmitting one polarization and receiving two orthogonal
polarizations, or the transmission polarization may alternate to obtain two copolarized,
orthogonal measurements. In some cases, the relative phase is also obtained. In the
fully-polarized case, also referred to as quadrature polarization (quad-polarization), all
four transmit-receive polarization combinations are obtained [Raney, 2011]. In the linear
horizontal and vertical case, these are denoted HH, HV, VH and VV, in which the first and
second letter indicates the polarization of the transmitted and received waves, respectively.
Throughout this thesis, the term multipolarization refers to the combination of more than
one polarization channel and dual-copolarization refers to the combination of HH and VV
measurements.

In SAR polarimetry, measurements at different polarizations are used in combination
to derive qualitative and quantitative physical information about the observed surface. A
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Figure 4.5: Polarization diversity of imaging radars. Figure adapted from [Raney, 2011].

thorough description of radar polarimetry and its application may be found in, e.g., [Touzi
et al., 2004,Lee and Pottier, 2009,van Zyl and Kim, 2011]. In the next section, the most
important and relevant concepts for our study are introduced.

4.5.2 Representation of Multipolarization Data

In a fully polarimetric SAR sensor, two orthogonally polarized pulses are transmitted
separately, and the received signal in both components are measured. For each pixel, a
matrix of complex scattering coefficients is produced, describing the scattering process that
takes place at a given area on the ground. This scattering matrix S (also called the Sinclair
matrix ) relates the incident electric field Ei to the scattered electric field Es by

[
Es
p

Es
q

]
=
e−jkR

R

[
Spp Sqp
Spq Sqq

] [
Ei
p

Ei
q

]
, (4.4)

where k = 2π/λ is the wave number. The orthogonal polarizations are indicated by p and q.
The first and second subscript of the complex scattering coefficients refers to the transmit
and receive polarization, respectively.

In the linear horizontal-vertical basis (p, q ∈ {H,V }), the 2 × 2 scattering matrix is
written as

S =

[
SHH SV H
SHV SV V

]
=

[
|SHH |ejφHH |SV H |ejφVH
|SHV |ejφHV |SV V |ejφV V

]
, (4.5)
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where |Sxx| and φxx denote the amplitudes and the phases of the measured complex scattering
coefficients. The diagonal elements are referred to as copolarization terms whereas the
off-diagonal elements, which relate orthogonal polarizations, are denoted cross-polarization
terms. In the case of monostatic systems, where the transmit and receive antennas are
colocated, reciprocity, i.e., SHV = SV H , is often assumed [Oliver and Quegan, 2004,Lee and
Pottier, 2009].

The scattering coefficients can be represented by scattering vectors. In the quad-
polarization case, assuming reciprocity, the Lexicographic scattering vector, l, and the Pauli
scattering vector, k, can be extracted from the scattering matrix as

l =
[
SHH

√
2SV H SV V

]T
(4.6)

and
k =

1√
2

[SHH + SV V SHH − SV V 2SV H ]T . (4.7)

The superscript T denotes vector transpose. In the case of dual-copolarization measurements,
which are applied in this thesis, the scattering vectors are reduced to

l = [SHH SV V ]T (4.8)

and
k =

1√
2

[SHH + SV V SHH − SV V ]T . (4.9)

The complex scattering coefficients are single-look complex (SLC) measurements. Mul-
tilook complex (MLC) data can be obtained through spatial multilooking. Two commonly
applied MLC matrices are the covariance matrix C and the coherency matrix T, which are
produced from l and k, respectively, as

C =
1

L

L∑

i=1

lil
∗T
i (4.10)

and

T =
1

L

L∑

i=1

kik
∗T
i , (4.11)

where li and ki are the ith single-look complex measurements, L is the number of samples
included in the averaging and the superscript ∗ is the complex conjugate. The C and T
will be of size d× d when d is the polarimetric dimension [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. In the
quad-polarization case (d = 3 when assuming reciprocity), C and T are given by

C =



〈|SHH |2〉

√
2 〈SHHS∗V H〉 〈SHHS∗V V 〉√

2 〈SV HS∗HH〉 2 〈|SV H |2〉
√

2 〈SV HS∗V V 〉
〈SV V S∗HH〉

√
2 〈SV V S∗V H〉 〈|SV V |2〉


 (4.12)
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and

T =
1

2

[ 〈
|SHH + SV V |2

〉
〈(SHH + SV V )(SHH − SV V )∗〉 2 〈(SHH + SV V )S

∗
V H〉

〈(SHH − SV V )(SHH + SV V )
∗〉

〈
|SHH − SV V |2

〉
2 〈(SHH − SV V )S∗V H〉

2 〈SV H(SHH + SV V )
∗〉 2 〈SV H(SHH − SV V )∗〉 4

〈
|SV H |2

〉

]
(4.13)

where 〈·〉 indicates ensemble averaging. The dual-copolarization (d = 2) versions are

C =

[
〈|SHH |2〉 〈SHHS∗V V 〉
〈SV V S∗HH〉 〈|SV V |2〉

]
(4.14)

and

T =

[
〈|SHH + SV V |2〉 〈(SHH + SV V )(SHH − SV V )∗〉

〈(SHH − SV V )(SHH + SV V )∗〉 〈|SHH − SV V |2〉

]
. (4.15)

On the diagonal, the averaged intensity of each scattering vector component is found,
whereas off-diagonal terms are the averaged cross correlations between the components.

4.5.3 Application of SAR Polarimetry

Polarimetry is a powerful tool in the analysis of radar imagery. It can be used to infer
information on physical properties of the observed surfaces, e.g., related to surface roughness,
geometry and dielectric properties. Polarimetric techniques can be used to develop physical
models for identification and separation of scattering mechanisms within the same resolution
cell. Polarimetric target decompositions are used to describe the scattering properties of
distributed targets, and for interpretation and classification of SAR imagery. Many different
decompositions exist, and they can be grouped into four main classes [Lee and Pottier,
2009]:

• decompositions based on dichotomy of the Kennaugh matrix1, e.g., Huynen, Holm
and Barnes, Yang,

• "model-based" decomposition of the covariance or coherency matrices, e.g., Freeman
and Durden, Yamaguchi,

• decompositions using eigenvector or eigenvalue analysis of covariance or coherency
matrices, e.g., Cloude, Holm, van Zyl, Cloude and Pottier,

• coherent decompositions of the scattering matrix, e.g., Krogager, Cameron, Touzi.

A comprehensive review of target decompositions are presented in, e.g., [Lee and Pottier,
2009]. The entropy (H)/anisotropy (A)/mean scattering angle (ᾱ) decomposition proposed
by [Cloude and Pottier, 1997] will be presented in Section 5.5.1.

1The Kennaugh matrix relates the transmitted and received Stokes vectors and is described in, e.g., [Lee
and Pottier, 2009].
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A wide variety of applications for SAR polarimetry are found in the literature, including
observation of land, snow, ice, ocean and urban areas. As several of the more recently
available SAR sensors, as well as planned missions, offer dual- and quad-polarization
acquisitions, polarimetric techniques may be of increasing relevance for SAR data analysis
[Moreira et al., 2013]. A literature review on the application of multipolarization techniques
for oil spill observation is given in Section 5.5.1. The use of multipolarization data for
characterization of low backscatter ocean regions is one of the main topics of this thesis,
and is discussed in the four papers presented in Chapters 8 - 11.

4.5.4 Compact Polarimetry

A more recently recognized polarization option is the compact polarimetry (CP), which
encompasses the options that fall between dual-polarization and quad-polarization SARs.
In this case, the signal is transmitted in one polarization and two orthogonal polarizations
are received, including their relative phase. Several variations within the CP mode exist.
In the π/4 mode, a linearly polarized field rotated at 45◦ is transmitted, and H and V
are received. The hybrid compact mode transmits circularly polarized waves and receives
in H and V. The motivation for the CP mode is to obtain backscatter measurements of
comparable finesse as fully-polarized systems, while avoiding the disadvantages, e.g., the
reduced scene size. Several recently launched and planned SAR systems have CP modes and
their application seems to be increasingly discussed in the literature [Raney, 2011,Salberg
et al., 2014].

4.6 Statistical Data Properties

A description of selected statistical properties is provided in this section, including an
introduction to the product model and the Mellin kind statistics.

4.6.1 Speckle Distributions

If the single-look complex measurements introduced in Section 4.5.2 is written on the form
a+ jb, the single-look intensity (SLI) is given by I = a2 + b2. The multilook intensity (MLI)
can be obtained by averaging over a sample of measurements

I =
1

L

L∑

i=1

(
a2
i + b2

i

)
. (4.16)

In the case of fully developed speckle introduced in Section 4.3, the intensity is gamma
distributed, I ∼ γ(L, σ), i.e.,

fI(I;L, σ) =
LL

Γ(L)

IL−1

σL
exp

(
−LI
σ

)
, (4.17)
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where σ = E{I} and Γ(L) is the gamma function, Γ(L) =
∞∫
0

uL−1e−udu. In the case of

SLI (L = 1) data, the distribution reduces to a negative exponential distribution [Lee and
Pottier, 2009].

If L ≥ d, the sample covariance matrix in (4.10) will follow a scaled complex Wishart
distribution, C ∼ sWC

d (L,Σ), i.e.,

fC(C;L,Σ) =
LLd

Γd(L)

|C|L−d
|Σ|L exp

(
tr
(
−LΣ−1C

))
, (4.18)

where |·| and tr(·) are the determinant and trace operator, respectively, Σ = E{C} and Γd(L)

is the multivariate gamma function of the complex kind, Γd(s) = πd(d−1)/2
d−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− i) [Lee

and Pottier, 2009].

4.6.2 Product Model

The randomness in a radar measurement is commonly attributed to two separate processes,
i.e., the fully developed speckle, and the variation in the underlying radar cross section,
referred to as texture. The Gaussian model described in the previous section only accounts
for the speckle. Texture can be included implicitly by assuming non-Gaussian statistics
for the scattering vectors, or explicitly by modeling the texture as a random variable. The
latter case produces a doubly stochastic model with a compounded distribution [Anfinsen
and Eltoft, 2011]. One such model, commonly used to describe non-Gaussian statistics,
is the product model described in, e.g., [Oliver and Quegan, 2004], which expresses the
SAR measurement as the product of the speckle and the texture variables. For the
single-polarization intensity case

I = TS, (4.19)

where S is the gamma distributed fully developed speckle and T is the scalar texture random
variable with a positive only probability density function (pdf). In the MLC covariance
matrix case, the product model can be expressed as

C = TW̃, (4.20)

where W̃ represents the speckle with a scaled complex Wishart distribution (assuming
L ≥ d) [Anfinsen and Eltoft, 2011]. The distributions of the measured I and C depend on
the distribution of the texture variable. Possible distributions for this variable are given
in the next section, and are thoroughly discussed in [Anfinsen, 2010,Anfinsen and Eltoft,
2011].

In this thesis, the deviation from Gaussian statistics in low backscatter ocean regions is
investigated in terms of log-cumulants, which are defined next.
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4.6.3 Mellin Kind Statistics

A statistical distribution can be characterized by its statistical moments and cumulants. In
classical statistics, the characteristic function (CF) from which these are defined, is derived
using the Fourier transform. [Nicolas, 2002, translated in [Nicolas and Anfinsen, 2012]]
proposed to use the Mellin transform instead, which lead to the Mellin kind characteristic
function and Mellin kind moments and cumulants, also referred to as log-moments and
log-cumulants.

Univariate Case

In the univariate case, the Mellin kind characteristic function of a stochastic variable X
defined on R+ is given as

φX(s) = E{Xs−1} =M{fX(x)}(s), (4.21)

whereM{·}(s) denotes the Mellin transform

M{fX(x)}(s) =

∞∫

0

xs−1fX(x)dx, (4.22)

and s ∈ C is the complex transform variable. When the log-moments Mν{X} exist, the CF
can be expanded as

φX(s) =
∞∑

ν=0

(s− 1)ν

ν!
Mν{X}. (4.23)

The νth order log-moments of X are then given by

Mν{X} = E{(lnX)ν}. (4.24)

The sample log-moments are computed from a collection of N samples as

µν{X} =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(lnXi)
ν . (4.25)

The log-cumulants are related to the log-moments, and the first three log-cumulants are
obtained from

κ1{X} = µ1{X}, (4.26)

κ2{X} = µ2{X} − µ1{X}2 (4.27)

and

κ3{X} = µ3{X} − 3µ1{X}µ2{X}+ 2µ1{X}3 (4.28)

and represent the mean, variance and skewness in the log-domain, respectively [Nicolas,
2002,Nicolas and Anfinsen, 2012,Anfinsen and Eltoft, 2011].
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Matrix-variate Case

The Mellin kind statistics were expanded to the matrix-variate case in [Anfinsen, 2010,
Anfinsen and Eltoft, 2011]. For a d× d complex Hermitian random matrix Z that are either
positive definite, negative definite or null, the Mellin kind CF is

φZ(s) = E{|Z|s−d} =M{fZ(Z)}(s). (4.29)

The Mellin transform is

M{fZ(Z)}(s) =

∫

Ω+

|Z|s−dfZ(Z)dZ, (4.30)

where Ω+ is the cone of positive definite Hermitian matrices. When the matrix log-moments
Mν{Z} exist, the CF can be expanded as

φZ(s) =
∞∑

ν=0

(s− d)ν

ν!
Mν{Z}, (4.31)

and the matrix log-moment of νth order is retrieved from

Mν{Z} = E{(ln|Z|)ν}. (4.32)

The sample matrix log-moments are computed from a collection of N covariance matrices as

µν{C} =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(ln|Ci|)ν . (4.33)

The matrix log-cumulants can be obtained from the matrix log-moments in the same way
as for the univariate case, and the first three are given as [Anfinsen and Eltoft, 2011]

κ1{C} = µ1{C}, (4.34)

κ2{C} = µ2{C} − µ1{C}2 (4.35)

and

κ3{C} = µ3{C} − 3µ1{C}µ2{C}+ 2µ1{C}3. (4.36)
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Figure 4.6: Example of a log-cumulant diagram with texture distributions indicated.

Log-cumulant Diagram

The log-cumulant diagram, where the second- and third-order log-cumulants, κ2 and κ3, are
plotted against each other, is a visualization tool that can be used to compare data with
distribution models [Anfinsen and Eltoft, 2011,Bombrun et al., 2011]. An example is given
in Fig. 4.6, with the span of some texture models in the κ2 - κ3 space indicated.

The dimension of the area covered by a given texture model in Fig. 4.6 is equal to the
number of free parameters in the model. The circle at the intersection of the distributions
indicates the point where the texture distribution is a delta function, i.e., where no textural
variation is present and Gaussian statistics are in place. The Gamma and Inverse Gamma
distributions each have one texture parameter, and are represented by curves in the diagram.
The Fisher, Beta and Inverse Beta distributions have two texture parameters and are
represented by surface regions. κ2 and κ3 affect the shape of the distributions. More
heavy-tailed distributions are found with increasing κ2.

In Paper III and Paper IV, presented in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11, log-cumulants are
investigated for SLI and MLC data, respectively.

4.7 Spaceborne SAR Sensors
The initial development of SAR systems in the 1950s and 1960s was mainly for military
purposes. Several airborne systems for civilian applications emerged in the 1970s and 1980s,
and the first civilian satellite-borne SAR sensor, SEASAT, was launched in 1978. More
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Figure 4.7: Radarsat-2 modes of operation. Figure from [MacDonald, Dettwiler and
Associates Ltd., 2009] reproduced by permission of MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates
Ltd.

advanced SAR technologies were developed in the 1980s and 1990s, including polarimetry,
interferometry and differential interferometry [Moreira et al., 2013].

A significant increase in the number of spaceborne SAR missions was experienced
in the 1990s with the launches of the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS)-1/2
(1991 - 2000/1995 - 2011), the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite (J-ERS)-1 (1992 - 1998),
and the Canadian Radarsat-1 (1995 - 2013). Each of these was operating at a single
frequency and polarization [McCandless and Jackson, 2004]. The Shuttle Imaging Radar-C
and X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) became the first fully-polarimetric
spaceborne SAR when it was flown aboard the space shuttle Endeavour by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1994 [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. The
Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) (2002 - 2012), operated by the European Space Agency
(ESA) had an alternating polarization mode which provided dual-polarization measurements,
but without useful phase information. The first operational quad-polarization satellite
sensor was the Japanese Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) phased array type
L-band SAR (PALSAR) (2006 - 2011) [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. Since 2007, a number of
sensors with multipolarization capabilities have been launched. An overview of the currently
operational SAR sensors, and some planned missions, are given in Table 4.2. More detailed
information on the specific sensors and modes applied in this thesis is provided in Chapter 6.

4.7.1 Modes of Operation

SAR sensors can operate in different modes by varying the antenna radiation pattern. In the
stripmap mode, which is the most fundamental, the antenna pattern is fixed to one swath,
and one continuous strip on the surface is measured. To obtain a wider swath, the scanSAR
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Table 4.2: Overview of currently operational and planned SAR sensors [Moreira et al.,
2013, Earth Observation Portal, 2014]. ’Exp.’ and ’Sched.’ denote experimental and
scheduled, respectively.

Sensora Launch Freq. Polarization Owner/operatorb Other
year band (country) information

TerraSAR-X 2007- X-band Dual DLR/Astrium First spaceborne
TanDEM-X 2010 (exp. quad) (Germany) bistatic radar

Radarsat-2 2007 C-band Quad CSA
(Canada)

COSMO-SkyMed 2007- X-band Dual ASI/MoD Constellation
(1-4) 2010 (Italy) of four satellites

RISAT-1 2012 C-band Quad ISRO Follow-on
(India) planned

HJ-1C 2012 S-band Single CRESDA/CAST Constellation of
four satellites

Kompsat-5 2013 X-band Dual KARI
(Korea)

ALOS-2 2014 L-band Quad JAXA
(exp. CP) (Japan)

Sentinel-1a/1b 2014/ C-band Dual ESA Constellation of
Sched. 2016 (Europe) two satellites

PAZ Sched. X-band Dual CDTI Constellation with
2014 (Spain) TerraSAR-X/

TanDEM-X

Radarsat Sched. C-band Quad, CP CSA Constellation of
Constellation 2016 (Canada) three satellites

SAOCOM Sched. L-band Quad CONAE Constellation of
2014/2015 (Argentina) two satellites

TerraSAR-X Sched. X-band Quad Astrium Constellation with
Next Generation 2016 (Germany) TerraSAR-X/

TanDEM-X
a TanDEM-X: TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement, RISAT: Radar Imaging Satellite,
HJ-1C: Huan Jing-1C, Kompsat-5: Korea Multi-Purpose Satellite-5, SAOCOM: Argentine Microwaves
Observation Satellite.

b DLR: German Aerospace Center, CSA: Canadian Space Agency, ASI: Italian Space Agency, MoD: Italian
Ministry of Defense, ISRO: Indian Space Research Organization, CRESDA: China Centre for Resources
Satellite Data and Application, CAST: Chinese Academy of Space Technology, KARI: Korea Aerospace
Research Institute, JAXA: Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, ESA: European Space Agency, CDTI:
Spain’s Center for Development of Industrial Technology, CONAE: Argentina National Space Activities
Commission.
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mode can be applied. In this mode, the antenna is steered to different elevation angles
corresponding to multiple subswaths. The azimuth resolution for scanSAR is not as good
as in the stripmap mode. A third option is the spotlight mode, where the antenna pattern
is steered to a fixed point on the surface, increasing the illumination time and the azimuth
resolution. However, individual regions on the ground rather than a continuous strip are
recorded [Cumming and Wong, 2005]. The various modes of Radarsat-2 are illustrated in
Fig. 4.7.
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Chapter 5

SAR Remote Sensing of Oil Spills

This chapter describes the detection and characterization of oil spills and other low backs-
catter regions in the marine environment using SAR.

5.1 Ocean Monitoring by SAR
Satellite based remote sensing allows us to study the world’s oceans from a very privileged
viewpoint, enabling measurements with global coverage that are spatially detailed and
regularly repeated. The radar technology has reached an operational stage, and is used as
the main source of information for, e.g., oceanographic and meteorological research, climate
research, weather forecasting, ship routing, pollution monitoring and tracking of coastal
bathymetric changes [Gade et al., 2013]. SAR data are used to measure and monitor a
variety of different ocean parameters and phenomena, including the wave field, wind speed
and direction, surface currents, eddies, thermal fronts and internal waves. It is also used for
ship detection, detection and characterization of sea ice and mapping of ice deformation
and movement, and for identifying the presence of biogenic slicks and oil spills.

The independency of light and weather conditions, together with the wide coverage,
the possibility of observing remote areas, the relatively low cost and the continuous data
acquisition, make SAR sensors very useful for oil spill detection. Satellite SAR is used in
combination with aircraft surveillance flights, which are needed to verify an oil spill and
identify the polluter [Solberg and Brekke, 2008]. Satellite SAR imagery are used to monitor
marine oil pollution for several applications [Ferraro et al., 2006]:

• to support in response operations when an accidental oil spill has taken place, providing
information on, e.g., spill position, area, drift and spreading,

• to provide an early-warning of possible threats to coastal regions,

• to detect illegal discharges,

• to measure the state of the seas (e.g., means, variations and trends) to inform
policymaking and assess the effects of implemented actions.
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Recent reviews on the use of SAR data for oil spill observation can be found in [Solberg,
2012,Caruso et al., 2013]. Observation of accidental oil spills in SAR imagery has been
investigated in many studies, see, e.g., [Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005, Palenzuela et al.,
2006, Ivanov, 2010,Kim et al., 2010, Frate et al., 2011, Jones et al., 2011a, Zhang et al.,
2011,Minchew et al., 2012,Caruso et al., 2013,Migliaccio and Nunziata, 2014].

SAR data have been used in regional monitoring campaigns to map the extent of oil
pollution in various parts of the world. In [Gade and Alpers, 1999], 660 ERS-2 images
acquired from December 1996 to September 1998 over the southern Baltic Sea, the North
Sea and the Gulf of Lion in the Mediterranean Sea were analyzed. A total of 675 spills
were detected, with the most polluted areas found along the major shipping routes. A
higher number of spills were detected in the morning passes than in the evening passes, as
oil were often released during the night. A higher number of detections were done during
summer compared to winter. This was attributed to the lower mean wind speed in the
summer time, and hence better conditions for detecting slicks [Gade and Alpers, 1999].
The dimension of illegal pollution from operational discharges in the Mediterranean Sea
was documented in [Pavlakis et al., 2001]. About 22% of the oil and refined products
are transported through this area, which is particularly vulnerable to pollution due to
the long cycle of water renewal. Visual inspection of 1600 ERS-1/2 SAR images acquired
during 1999 resulted in 1638 detected spills. In 44% of the images, at least one oil spill was
detected [Pavlakis et al., 2001]. A study of 1500 SAR images from the North Sea acquired
during year 2000 resulted in 520 detected spills [Ferraro et al., 2006]. A number of similar
studies have been carried out for the seas around Europe, see, e.g., [Ferraro et al., 2009]
and references therein. A summary of the long-term remote sensing studies, mapping the
extent of oil pollution in the European seas, was presented in [Ferraro et al., 2009]. They
found that the operational oil pollution seemed to be decreasing.

Operational oil spill detection services carried out by, e.g., Kongsberg Satellite Services
(KSAT) in Tromsø, Norway, are based on SAR imagery. Potential spills are detected and
information on, e.g., the position, size, shape and contrast are derived. A confidence level
is set for the detection, and the information is provided to the coast guard, oil companies
or other appropriate authorities. Subsequently, an aircraft may be sent to the area for
further investigation. KSAT is a service provider for CleanSeaNet (see Section 2.5). In
CleanSeaNet, an area of 1000 million km2 is monitored, and from April 2007 to January
2011, an average of 2000 SAR images were analyzed per year. Fig. 5.1 gives an overview of
the satellite coverage and the distribution of possible spills detected in this period. The
average number of possible spills per image has been decreasing from 1.38 in 2008 to 1.0 in
2009 and 0.75 in 2010 [European Maritime Safety Agency, 2011].

5.2 Sea Surface Scattering

When an EM wave transmitted by a SAR sensor encounters the sea surface, surface scattering
takes place. The scattering depends on the EM wave properties, the surface properties
and the environmental conditions. The effect of various properties on the backscatter and
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Figure 5.1: Satellite coverage and location of detections by the CleanSeaNet 16 April 2007 -
31 January 2011. Figure from [European Maritime Safety Agency, 2011].

selected scattering models are described in the following sections.

5.2.1 Surface Roughness

The scattering of EM waves from a surface is affected by the surface geometry and the
dielectric properties. The relation between surface roughness and scattering is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2. For a smooth surface (Fig. 5.2(a)), the angular pattern of the reflected radiation
is a delta function centered in the specular direction. No backscatter would occur at this
surface. For the slightly rough surface (Fig. 5.2(b)), the angular radiation pattern has two
components. One reflection component in the specular direction (with a smaller magnitude
than in the smooth case), which is referred to as the coherent scattering component. The
second component, called the diffuse or noncoherent component, consists of scattering in
all directions. As the roughness increases, the coherent part becomes negligible. For a very
rough surface (Fig. 5.2(c)), the radiation pattern approaches that of a Lambertian surface,
with only diffuse scattering. Rough surfaces hence produce more radar backscatter [Ulaby
et al., 1986a].

The effect of the roughness on the EM wave scattering depends on the wavelength
with which the surface is observed. A surface that appears rough to one wave may appear
smooth to a wave with a different wavelength. The roughness of a surface must therefore be
assessed relative to the radar wavelength. Two parameters typically used for characterizing
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(a) Smooth surface. (b) Slightly rough surface. (c) Very rough surface.

Figure 5.2: Scattering from surfaces of varying roughness conditions. Figure adapted
from [Ulaby et al., 1986a]

roughness are the standard deviation of the surface height (rms height), h, and the surface
correlation length, which describe the vertical and horizontal roughness, respectively [Ulaby
et al., 1986a]. The Rayleigh criterion states that a surface may be considered smooth if
the phase difference between two reflected rays is less than π/2 radians. This leads to the
following requirement

h <
λ

8cosθ
. (5.1)

The Rayleigh criterion is a useful first-order classifier of smoothness, but a stricter criterion
is needed for modeling microwave scattering from natural surfaces, as the wavelength is
usually on the order of h. The Fraunhofer criterion may be used, where

h <
λ

32cosθ
(5.2)

is required for a surface to be considered smooth [Ulaby et al., 1986a].

5.2.2 Dielectric Properties

In addition to the roughness, the dielectric properties of the surface can affect the interaction
between the wave and the surface and hence the backscatter signal. The complex electric
permittivity is given as

ε(ω) = ε′(ω)− jε′′(ω), (5.3)

where ε′(ω) is the real part, ε′′(ω) is the imaginary part, j =
√
−1 and ω = 2πv is the

angular frequency of the incident wave with ordinary frequency v [Hz]. The relative
permittivity εr is the ratio between the material permittivity and the permittivity of vacuum
ε0, i.e., εr(ω) = ε(ω)/ε0. The term dielectric constant has been used interchangeably
with the electric permittivity and also to refer to the real part of the relative permittivity,
ε′r [Woodhouse, 2006]. The term relative dielectric constant is here used to describe the
complex εr. The backscatter signal increases with increasing dielectric constant [Ulaby
et al., 1986a].
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The dielectric properties of the surface affect how far into the sea water column the SAR
signal can penetrate. The penetration depth δp is defined as the depth where the power of
the propagating electric field is attenuated by a factor 1/e, and is defined as

δp = − 1

2k=
(√

εr
) , (5.4)

where = denotes the imaginary part [Massonnet and Souyris, 2008].

5.2.3 Scattering Models

In addition to the surface properties described above, a number of other factors also affect
the radar backscatter from ocean surfaces. These include environmental conditions (e.g.,
wind speed and direction relative to the radar beam) and sensor parameters (e.g., incidence
angle, polarization and frequency).

An increase in wind speed results in a rougher surface and a stronger backscatter signal.
The dependency of the backscatter on the horizontal angle between the radar look direction
and the upwind direction is a function of incidence angle, wind speed and polarization.
Maximum signal is received if the radar looks in the upwind direction, and smaller signals
occur when looking downwind. A minimum in the backscatter is observed if the radar looks
in the direction normal to the wind direction [Ulaby et al., 1986a]. The ocean backscatter
is known to decrease with increasing incidence angle. Stronger signals are obtained in VV
compared to HH and the difference increases with incidence angle and the relative dielectric
constant [Valenzuela, 1978]. The cross-polarization channels usually lie around 5 dB below
HH, and are often near or below the sensor noise floor (see Section 5.4.4) [Holt, 2004].

For irregular surfaces, such as the sea surface, no exact closed-form solutions describing
the scattering exist. Numerical techniques can be used for computation of exact solutions,
but these methods are generally computationally prohibitive. Hence, approximate analytic
solutions with assumptions on the dimensions of the scattering elements are often used
in practical applications. In many cases, they are used effectively, but their validity is
restricted to a limited range of surface conditions. The scattering from sea surfaces is
described in, e.g., [Valenzuela, 1978]. For typical SAR incidence angles, the scattering is
commonly described using the Bragg scattering model (small perturbation model), which is
introduced next.

Bragg Scattering

The ocean surface contains a spectrum of waves, from short ripples of a few millimeters to
waves of hundreds of meters long. In absence of long waves, the ocean backscatter within
typical SAR incidence angles (∼18◦ - 50◦) is dominated by Bragg or resonance scattering.
The backscatter arises from wave components that are in resonance with the incident waves,
i.e., the small capillary and short gravity waves [Holt, 2004].

When an incoming EM wave with wavelength λ reaches the sea surface, the transmitted
signal hits each successive surface crest at a slightly different time. If the excess distance
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from the radar to each crest is λ/2 (or a multiple of this), the phase difference between the
return signals from each crest is 360◦, and the signals add in phase. Otherwise, they add
out of phase. The Bragg wavelength, λB, of ocean waves resulting in resonance is hence
given by

λB =
nλ

2sinθ
, (5.5)

where n = 1, 2, ... is the order of resonance (n = 1 produces the dominant return) [Ulaby
et al., 1986a]. From (5.5) it is evident that for a given λ, the resonant waves are shorter at
more oblique incidence angles, and at a given θ, λB increases with radar wavelength.

The first order ocean backscatter coefficients in the Bragg model are given by [Valenzuela,
1978]

σpq0 (θ) = 4πk4cos4θ|gpq(θ)|2W (2k sinθ, 0), (5.6)

where W (·) is the two-dimensional wave number spectral density of the surface roughness
and the indices p and q denote the polarization of the incident and backscattered radiation,
respectively. The first-order scattering coefficients gpq(θ) are given as [Valenzuela, 1978]

gHH(θ) =
(εr − 1)

(
cosθ +

√
εr − sin2θ

)2 (5.7)

and

gV V (θ) =
(εr − 1)[εr(1 + sin2θ)− sin2θ]
(
εrcosθ +

√
εr − sin2θ

)2 . (5.8)

Cross-polarization returns are zero. It is seen from (5.6) that only gpq depends on the
polarization, hence σHH0 /σV V0 = gHH/gV V . This ratio depends only on θ and εr, and is
independent of surface roughness. It can hence be used to evaluate the dielectric properties
of a surface. If second order terms are included, depolarization effects are introduced and
the cross-polarization terms are no longer zero [Valenzuela, 1967].

Tilted Bragg Scattering

The Bragg scattering model in general is incomplete for describing ocean surface backscatter.
Longer ocean waves interact with the smaller Bragg waves and affect the radar backscatter
through tilt modulation, hydrodynamic modulation and velocity bunching. Hence, the
two-scale or composite models, where these interactions are accounted for, are more
representative scattering models [Holt, 2004].

In the tilted Bragg model, the surface is assumed to be made up of an infinitely number
of slightly rough patches. Due to the presence of long gravity waves, the normal to the facet
deviates from the vertical by an angle Ψ in the plane of incidence and by an angle ζ in the
plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The incidence angle for the tilted facet is

θi = cos−1[cos(θ + Ψ)cosζ], (5.9)
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and the resulting backscatter coefficients for each patch are given by [Valenzuela, 1978]

σHH0 (θi) = 4πk4cos4θi
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σV V0 (θi) = 4πk4cos4θi
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and

σV H0 (θi) = σHV0 (θi) = 4πk4cos4θi

(
sin(θ + Ψ)sinζcosζ

sin2θi

)2

× |gV V (θi)− gHH(θi)|2

×W (2k sin(θ + Ψ), 2k cos(θ + Ψ)sinζ). (5.12)

Again, the ratios between the cross sections are only functions of the surface slope, the
incidence angle and the dielectric constant.

Inclusion of a Non-Bragg Scattering Component

It is recognized that even when using the composite models, it has been difficult to obtain
consistent characterization of the sea surface backscatter over a range of frequencies,
incidence angles, polarizations and weather conditions. Particularly, it has been more
difficult to obtain consistency between models and observations in HH compared to VV.
Inclusion of a non-Bragg component has been shown to improve the correspondence between
models and measurements [Kudryavtsev et al., 2003,Johnsen et al., 2008].

In [Kudryavtsev et al., 2013], the radar cross section (on linear scale) was represented
as the sum of one polarized scattering component associated with conventional two-scale
Bragg scatter, σpp0B, and one nonpolarized (NP) scattering component due to non-Bragg
scattering, σ0nB, i.e.,

σpp0 = σpp0B + σ0nB, (5.13)

where p is the polarization of the transmitted and received waves. The NP component is
assumed to be the same for both polarizations, and can in theory be removed by computing
the polarization difference (PD)

PD = σV V0 − σHH0 = σV V0B − σHH0B . (5.14)
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PD is controlled by the surface roughness produced by wave components close to the
Bragg wave number, and should reveal near-surface wind variability and presence of
slicks [Kudryavtsev et al., 2013]. The NP component is expressed as

NP = σ0nB = σV V0 − PD/(1− pB), (5.15)

where pB = σHH0B /σV V0B is the polarization ratio for the two-scale Bragg scattering model
[Kudryavtsev et al., 2013]. NP is interpreted to be caused by wave breaking from steep
and rough patches on the surface [Kudryavtsev et al., 2013] and other phenomena that can
cause non-Bragg scattering. Finally, the polarization ratio (PR) is defined as

PR =
σHH0

σV V0

=
σHH0B + σ0nB

σV V0B + σ0nB

. (5.16)

The three parameters PD, NP and PR have been used to analyze the scattering from a sea
surface, including oil-covered regions, in [Kudryavtsev et al., 2013]. PD and NP contain
information about the Bragg and non-Bragg scattering mechanisms, respectively, and PR
were used to evaluate the departure from Bragg scattering [Kudryavtsev et al., 2013]. This
model is investigated in Paper III (given in Chapter 10), in which the relative contribution
of σpp0B and σ0nB to the total backscatter is evaluated for clean sea and low backscatter
ocean regions of various origin.

5.3 Detection of Oil Spills
The surface properties described in Section 5.2 are altered when an oil film is present. These
effects, as well as the scheme for oil spill detection by SAR, are described in this section.

5.3.1 Effects of Oil Spills on the Surface Properties

An oil slick can be seen in a SAR image as a dark patch, i.e., an area of reduced backscatter
compared to the surrounding clean sea. An example of a Radarsat-2 image is presented in
Fig. 5.3. One plant oil slick and several releases of mineral oil (emulsion) are clearly seen as
dark regions in the image. The SAR scene is acquired during an oil-on-water exercise in
the North Sea, which is further described in Chapter 6.

The radar backscatter is reduced over an oil slick mainly because the oil film dampens the
small surface waves and produces a smoother surface. This is clearly seen in Fig. 5.4, where
the oil-covered surface close to the boom is much smoother compared to the surrounding
sea. The damping of waves due to the presence of slicks is more thoroughly described in,
e.g., [Alpers and Hühnerfuss, 1988,Gade et al., 1998].

A second mechanism that can reduce the radar backscatter from oil-covered surfaces is
a change in the dielectric constant. Over the frequency range 0.1 to 10 GHz, the relative
dielectric constant of sea water (salinity 32.54 %�) has a real component greater than ∼40
at a temperature of 0◦C and greater than ∼55 at 20◦C. The absolute value of the imaginary
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Figure 5.3: Radarsat-2 fine quad-polarization image from 15 June 2012, 06.20 UTC,
containing slicks of various origin. RADARSAT-2 Data and Products c©MDA LTD. (2012)
- All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 5.4: A smoother surface is seen close to the boom where the oil is collected because
the oil dampens the small surface waves. Photo: Stine Skrunes.

component is greater than ∼40 and ∼30 for 0◦C and 20◦C, respectively [Ulaby et al., 1986b].
In the same frequency range, biogenic and mineral oils have real components in the range
2.2 - 2.35 and imaginary components less than 0.02 [Folgerø, 1996,Minchew et al., 2012].
Hence, an oil film can change the dielectric constant of the topmost sea layer. However,
the ability of a SAR sensor to detect changes in the dielectric constant due to the presence
of oil depends on the thickness of the oil layer relative to the radar wavelength and the
penetration depth. The typical thickness of a mineral oil spill is in the µm - mm range,
or possibly cm range for freshly spilled oil [Hühnerfuss, 2006]. The thinner oil slicks are
not thick enough for the SAR to detect changes in the dielectric constant. In the case of a
sufficiently thick layer of oil, or if oil is mixed with water in high enough concentrations
in a layer below the surface, the reduction in effective dielectric constant can lead to a
decrease in backscattered energy. This was addressed in [Minchew, 2012], where a method
for decoupling the effects of reduced dielectric constant and the damping of surface waves
was described. In [Franceschetti et al., 2002], a simulation of SAR signals from marine
oil slicks was presented. They found that the oil dielectric constant did not significantly
modify the electromagnetic return, mainly due to the low slick thickness relative to the
wavelength. However, in [Minchew et al., 2012], the authors found that the reduction in
backscatter over the Deepwater Horizon oil spill was at least partly caused by differences in
the dielectric constant by evaluating the copolarization ratio. The dielectric properties of
an oil spill can change with time as the slick is exposed to various weathering processes
(see Section 2.3).

The presence of an oil slick may alter the scattering properties of the sea surface. Several
studies have evaluated the scattering in oil slicks by investigating polarimetric features
that are used as indicators for the presence of Bragg or non-Bragg scattering mechanisms.
Indications of non-Bragg scattering in mineral oil spills have been found in, e.g., [Nunziata
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et al., 2008,Migliaccio et al., 2009a,Migliaccio et al., 2009b,Nunziata et al., 2011,Zhang
et al., 2011]. However, other studies found Bragg scattering to be dominating also in
mineral oils [Minchew et al., 2012]. This is further discussed in Section 5.5.1.

5.3.2 Damping Ratio

In order to detect oil spills on the ocean surface, an appreciable contrast between the
backscatter from slick-free and slick-covered regions is needed. The damping ratio is often
used to quantify this contrast [Gade et al., 1998,Franceschetti et al., 2002,Kim et al., 2010].
The damping ratio (DR) in dB can be defined as the ratio between the mean backscatter
value (on linear scale) from a slick-free background sample

〈
σ0,sea

〉
to the mean value of a

sample extracted from the slick-covered region
〈
σ0,slick

〉
,

DR = 10log10

〈
σ0,sea

〉
〈
σ0,slick

〉 . (5.17)

Both measured and simulated oil slick damping ratios have been reported to decrease with
increasing wind speed and to increase with frequency (Bragg wavenumber), oil viscosity
and thickness [Gade et al., 1998,Wismann et al., 1998, Frate et al., 2011, Pinel et al.,
2014, Chan-Su et al., 2013]. For moderate incidence angles, the contrast was found to
increase with incidence angle in [Minchew et al., 2012,Pinel et al., 2014]. In [Wismann
et al., 1998], damping ratios were found to be independent of radar look direction relative to
the wind for wind speeds of 6 - 10 m/s. In several studies, no dependency of damping ratios
on polarization was found [Wismann et al., 1993,Gade et al., 1998,Wismann et al., 1998],
whereas other studies reported enhanced contrast in VV compared to HH [Lombardo and
Oliver, 2000,Frate et al., 2011,Minchew et al., 2012,Pinel et al., 2014]. VV has the advantage
of being less affected by the noise and is perceived as the preferred polarization channel
for oil spill detection [Franceschetti et al., 2002,Alpers and Espedal, 2004,Girard-Ardhuin
et al., 2005]. A different damping behavior is expected from sea surface slicks of various
origin, as will be described in Section 5.4.1.

Damping ratios for various low backscatter ocean phenomena are investigated in
Paper III.

5.3.3 Oil Spill Detection Scheme

The task of oil spill detection in SAR images has commonly been framed into three
fundamental phases [Brekke and Solberg, 2005]:

• dark patch detection/segmentation,

• feature extraction,

• oil spill and look-alike classification.
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The detection task consists of identifying the potential oil slicks present in an image
by thresholding and segmentation processing. Subsequently, feature extraction is applied,
in which a number of characteristics are derived to describe the segmented regions and
their surroundings. The features are used in the classification step to determine the nature
of the identified patches of suspected pollution and to discriminate between oil spills and
other low backscatter phenomena (look-alikes).

The main focus of this thesis is on the second step, i.e., the identification of useful
features to characterize low backscatter ocean regions. Segmentation of dark patches is done
manually or semi-automatically when needed. Classification using k-means and standard
Wishart classification is briefly discussed in Paper II. Further discussion on detection and
classification methods are outside the scope of this thesis, but can be found in, e.g., [Brekke
and Solberg, 2005,Topouzelis, 2008] and references therein.

Feature Extraction

In traditional single-polarization systems, a number of different features have been used to
describe segmented low backscatter regions. The features can typically be divided into four
classes [Brekke and Solberg, 2005]:

• geometry and shape of the segmented region, e.g., length, area, perimeter, elongatedness
and complexity,

• physical characteristics of the backscatter level of the segmented region and its sur-
roundings, e.g., slick mean value, contrast between slick and background, border
gradients and region standard deviation,

• contextual features, e.g., wind history, location relative to ships, oilrigs and the shore,

• texture, i.e., information about the spatial correlation among neighboring pixels, e.g.,
features based on co-occurrence matrices, homogeneity measures and angular second
moment.

Over the last decade, the use of multipolarization features for characterization of low
backscatter ocean regions has been increasingly discussed in the literature. These descriptors
can be related to physical properties and scattering characteristics of the observed surface.
A review of multipolarization features used for oil spill detection and characterization
is presented in Section 5.5.1. To the author’s knowledge, these descriptors are not yet
used operationally. However, as more documentation come in place and the availability
of these data types increases, multipolarization features may be a useful tool for both
manual/semi-manual analyses, and eventually for automatic detection schemes. Some
multipolarization techniques, such as the filtering method described in [Nunziata et al.,
2008], may combine several of the steps described above (see Section 5.5.1).

In the work presented in this thesis, a number of different features, mainly based on
dual-copolarization data, are investigated for characterization of oil spills and other low
backscatter ocean phenomena. More details on the specific descriptors investigated in
Papers I - IV in Chapters 8 - 11 are provided in Section 5.5.2.
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5.4 Limitations on Oil Spill Observation by SAR
Although SAR has proven to be a valuable tool for oil spill detection and monitoring, some
limitations and challenges still exist. These are addressed in this section.

5.4.1 Look-alikes

Look-alikes are natural phenomena that can produce regions of reduced backscatter in SAR
images, similar to those of oil spills, and hence can be misinterpreted as oil. These include
a number of different phenomena:

• Natural biogenic slicks: Natural biogenic slicks are surface films that consist of
surface-active compounds, originating from marine plants or animals. The surfactants
are very efficient at damping the Bragg waves and hence produce low backscatter
regions [Alpers and Espedal, 2004]. Natural slicks can be used as indicators of marine
features such as fronts and eddies, as the material tend to accumulate here [Gade
et al., 2013]. This look-alike phenomenon is further described below.

• Low surface winds: As the surface roughness is very dependent on the wind, the
wind speed variability is reflected in the backscatter levels. Low wind areas caused
by atmospheric circulation variation produce the most common low backscatter
phenomenon. Dark patches can also be seen in cases of wind shadowing due to coastal
topography or man-made obstacles [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000].

• Rain effects: Low backscatter regions can be the result of atmospheric attenuation
due to volume scattering in a rain system [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000]. This
problem is more pronounced at higher frequencies [Danklmayer et al., 2009]. The
impact of rain drops on the surface can also dampen the Bragg waves and reduce the
backscatter [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000].

• Sea ice: First-year ice floes are characterized by a relatively smooth surface and
high salinity. Hence, the radar signal is reflected away and these areas appear dark
compared to, e.g., multiyear ice. In addition, grease ice, which is newly formed ice
composed of small millimeter-sized crystals, dampens the Bragg waves and causes a
reduction in the SAR backscatter [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000].

• Upwelling: Upwelling is an oceanographic phenomenon in which cold and nutrient-rich
water is brought up to the surface. The decrease in sea surface temperature results in
lower wind stress and a decrease in Bragg waves, hence reducing the radar backscatter.
In addition, the nutrient-rich waters brought to the surface can lead to formation on
natural biogenic slicks [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000].

• Internal waves: Internal gravity waves affect the local sea surface velocities and hence
the Bragg spectrum. Internal waves can also concentrate surfactants and appear as
periodic bands of low backscatter [Clemente-Colón and Yan, 2000].
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• Natural seeps: Natural seeps of oil from the ocean bottom can produce oil films on the
sea surface. These films can be considered look-alikes if we are interested in detecting
only man-made oil pollution [Brekke, 2008].

Natural Biogenic Slicks vs. Mineral Oil Spills

The natural biogenic slicks seem to be one of the most discussed look-alike phenomena in
the literature. These surface films consist of surface-active organic compounds that have
one hydrophobic part and one hydrophilic part. The strong tendencies both toward and
against water make the molecules spontaneously arrange at the air/water interface with
the hydrophobic part up in the air and the hydrophilic part down in the water. Hence, a
so-called monomolecular film, which is only one molecule thick (∼2.4 - 2.7 nm), is formed. In
contrast, crude oil spills mainly consist of chemicals with exclusively hydrophobic character.
Depending on the amount and viscosity of the oil, and on the environmental conditions,
a crude oil spill will spread out over time, but the final thickness will remain orders of
magnitude larger than that of monomolecular films (µm - mm, and even cm for freshly
spilled oil) [Hühnerfuss, 2006]. In case of mineral oil spills, the oil will not be uniformly
distributed over the slick. According to [Hollinger and Mennella, 1973], more than 90% of
the oil is contained in less than 10% of the slick area. A more heterogeneous slick is hence
produced compared to natural surface films.

Mineral oils have higher viscosity than natural slicks and therefore tend to remain more
concentrated and result in a higher damping [Brekke and Solberg, 2005]. Wave damping by
monomolecular slicks are attributed to a resonance-type damping in the short-gravity region,
i.e., Marangoni damping. Fresh crude oils on the other hand have different physicochemical
properties, and the Marangoni effect plays no role. In this case, the waves are dampened
due to the high viscosity of the oil compared to the clean sea. For weathered slicks, both
Marangoni and viscous damping can be in place, as surface-active compounds may be formed
during the weathering, producing monomolecular slicks around the thicker oil [Hühnerfuss,
2006]. In [Gade et al., 1998], the damping ratios of mineral oil and biogenic slicks were
investigated for multifrequency (L-, C- and X-band) data. A different damping behavior
was observed between the two slick types. In the mineral oil spills, the damping increased
with Bragg wavenumber, with a minimum in L-band. Biogenic slicks on the other hand
produced a high damping in L-band. It was concluded that multifrequency SAR can be
useful for discrimination between mineral oils and biogenic slicks in low to moderate wind
conditions, but not in high wind speeds.

Use of Ancillary Data

The discrimination between oil spills and look-alikes is one of the main challenges for
operational oil spill detection services. Ancillary information from external sources is used
in combination with features extracted from the SAR data itself (see Section 5.3.3) to
determine the origin of a detected region.

The primary production, and hence the amount of biogenic slicks on the surface, shows
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seasonal variations and depends on the quantity of light and nutrients that are available.
This type of information may hence be helpful in discriminating biogenic slicks from mineral
oils. Also wind speed information is useful for this purpose. The probability of detecting
a biogenic slick decreases with increasing wind speed, as natural films are dissolved at
moderate wind speeds, under which mineral oils may still persist [Pavlakis et al., 2001,Alpers
and Espedal, 2004]. In [Espedal et al., 1998], the slick coverage on the Norwegian coast was
found to be up to 40% in low wind speeds (2.5 m/s), whereas at 5 - 10 m/s, the coverage
was only 5%. After a storm, more biogenic slicks are often observed, as more surface-active
material is released and transported to the surface by turbulence and air bubbles [Alpers
and Espedal, 2004].

Other useful ancillary information includes sea surface temperature, precipitation,
ocean color and bathymetry data. Sea surface temperature can be useful to identify
oceanic fronts that modulate the sea surface roughness, whereas ocean color may reveal
plumes from estuaries and coastal rivers. Chlorophyll-A is an indicator of biogenic activity,
and bathymetry can predict local upwelling along the continental shelf. Also contextual
information such as the proximity to potential pollution sources, e.g., main maritime traffic
routes, ports, pipelines and oil rigs may assist in the interpretation. The proximity to the
ice edge may indicate the probability of a dark patch being grease ice [Clemente-Colón and
Yan, 2000,Vespe et al., 2010].

The problem of look-alikes is an important motivation for the development of new
methods utilizing multipolarization SAR data rather than single-polarization measurements.
This is further discussed in Section 5.5.1, and is one of the main topics of the research
presented in this thesis (Chapters 8 - 11).

5.4.2 Extraction of Slick Information

When an oil spill is detected, it is desirable to extract information about the slick in order
to determine the further actions that should be taken. Information of interest includes
thickness distribution, oil properties, oil type, volume of the release and the degree of
weathering. Currently, no reliable methods for extracting this type of information from
SAR images are in place.

The slick area can be estimated from a SAR image, but the slick thickness and hence
the volume can not be extracted. As described above, the oil is not uniformly distributed
over the slick, and the majority of the oil is found in a small part of the slick area. Hence,
information on the thickness distribution may enable a much more effective cleanup, as the
response efforts can be directed to the areas of the thickest oil.

Some studies report a potential of radar imagery for retrieving information on the
relative thickness. [Wismann et al., 1998] found the damping ratio to increase with thickness
for heavy fuel, and [Jones, 2001] observed a generally good correlation between the largest
reduction in backscatter values and the thickest part of the oil spill, as determined visually.
However, [Jones, 2001] emphasized that environmental conditions must be taken into
account in the interpretation.

Some recent studies on multipolarization features have indicated a potential for observing
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thickness variations [Shirvany et al., 2012], and for extraction of oil volume content in
emulsions [Minchew et al., 2012]. These studies are further discussed in Section 5.5.1.

5.4.3 Wind Speed Limitations

Oil spill detection in SAR images can only be performed in a limited range of wind speeds.
Very low wind speeds may not provide enough contrast in surface roughness between slick-
free and slick-covered surfaces for detection to be possible. On the other hand, in very strong
winds, the short waves may receive enough energy to counterbalance the damping effect of
the oil, and the turbulence of the upper layer may break and/or sink the oil [Pavlakis et al.,
2001]. According to [Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005], efficient oil spill detection at C-band
frequency requires wind speeds in the range 2 - 3 m/s to 10 - 14 m/s.

The minimum wind speed for generating measurable Bragg waves varies with frequency.
At an incidence angle of 20◦, the approximate thresholds for X-, C- and L-band are ∼ 2.5 m/s,
∼ 2.2 m/s and ∼ 2.0 m/s, respectively. The thresholds increase slightly with incidence
angle and decrease slightly with ocean temperature [Donelan and Pierson Jr, 1987,Holt,
2004].

5.4.4 Sensor Limitations

The use of SAR data for oil spill detection and characterization is affected by the sensor
properties and availability:

• Polarization: Copolarization channels are the most useful for oil spill observation, with
a generally better slick-sea contrast and better signal-to-noise ratio in VV compared
to HH. Cross-polarization channels produce very low backscatter with poorer slick-sea
contrast and closer proximity to the noise floor. This can be a problem when using
quad-polarization features, in which co- and cross-polarization channels are combined.

• Incidence angle: The ocean backscatter decreases as the incidence angle increases. At
large angles, the signal may be limited by the noise floor. The most useful incidence
angles are from 20◦ to 45◦ [Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005].

• Frequency : C-band has traditionally been regarded as the most suitable frequency
band for oil spill observation [Girard-Ardhuin et al., 2005]. However, sensors operating
in both X- and L-band have also proven useful, and particularly X-band sensors are
now being included in operational oil spill detection services. X-band is expected
to provide higher damping than C-band (see Section 5.3.2), but is more sensitive to
heavy rain.

• NESZ : The noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), which is the background noise (noise
floor) in the SAR system, represents the limit of the detectable signal. As oil spills
are low backscatter areas, the signal may be affected by the NESZ. This factor is
further discussed below.
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• Spatial coverage and resolution: In operational oil spill detection systems, vast ocean
areas need to be covered, and SAR modes with large spatial coverage and relatively
low resolution are applied. The low resolution may cause missed detections of small
slicks, but a large coverage is prioritized. However, in the case of monitoring a known
oil spill, high resolution imaging modes may be preferred. The small scene size of dual-
and quad-polarization modes is one of the drawbacks of these data types, limiting
their use for operational surveillance. However, progress is taking place also in this
respect. Due to user demand, five new modes were installed on Radarsat-2 in 2011,
including the wide fine quad-polarization, with twice the swath width of the original
fine quad-polarization mode. In addition, the CP modes (see Section 4.5.4) that are
available on several more recently launched and planned sensors allow for backscatter
measurements of comparable finesse as fully-polarized systems, but at larger scene
sizes.

• Temporal coverage: The temporal resolution of individual satellites is poor, which can
be a limitation for operational services. However, the increasing number of available
sensors is likely to improve the coverage.

NESZ

Oil spills are low backscatter regions, and the received signal may be close to the sensor
noise floor. This is particularly a problem in low wind conditions, for large incidence angles
and in cross-polarization channels. HH is also more severely affected by the noise than VV,
especially for large incidence angles.

The potential of using SAR data for slick characterization, in addition to just detection
is increasingly discussed in the literature, particularly with respect to multipolarization
techniques. In the characterization case, when it is desired to extract more information from
a low backscatter region, the proximity of the signal level to the noise floor is especially
important. This factor hence needs to be appropriately addressed. This is emphasized
in [Minchew et al., 2012], where it is found that the proximity to the noise floor can affect
multipolarization parameters, which in turn may lead to wrong interpretation of these
descriptors. [Minchew et al., 2012] considered all data less than 6 dB above the noise floor
to be unsuitable for analysis.

Some SAR sensors are known to have a very low noise floor, like the Uninhabited Aerial
Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) with a NESZ of -53 dB at its minimum
at the mid-range of the swath, and -40 dB at near and far range [Jones et al., 2011a].
In current operational satellite SAR sensors however, we must accept much higher noise
floors. The NESZ of TerraSAR-X lies between -19 dB and -26 dB, depending on the
incidence angle, with an average of -21 dB [German Aerospace Center, 2010]. Radarsat-2
quad-polarization modes have NESZ values in the range -27.5 dB to -43 dB [MacDonald,
Dettwiler and Associates Ltd., 2011]. For COSMO-SkyMed, a NESZ ≤ -19 dB is given for
all products [Italian Space Agency, 2009]. On the everyday basis, this is the type of data
that is available for oil spill detection services. For characterization purposes, it is therefore
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important to develop algorithms where the impact of the noise on value added products is
minimized. A more thorough discussion of the NESZ and other data quality measures that
are important for oil spill applications can be found in [Vespe and Greidanus, 2012].

The effect of sensor properties on oil spill characterization is discussed in the papers
presented in Chapters 8 - 10. In particular, the proximity of the measurements to the
noise floor is investigated in Papers I - III and a theoretical and experimental comparison
between C- and X-band data is presented in Paper III.

5.5 Characterization of Low Backscatter Regions
This section focuses on the characterization of low backscatter regions in the marine
environment. A survey of the literature on multipolarization features for this purpose is
first presented. Subsequently, a summary of the features applied for characterization in this
thesis is given.

5.5.1 Review of Multipolarization Features

The SIR-C/X-SAR became the first quad-polarization spaceborne SAR when it was flown
onboard the space shuttle Endeavour in 1994. During these flights, mineral oil and
substances used for simulation of biogenic slicks were released and imaged from the shuttle.
Quad-polarimetric SAR data were collected in C- and L-band, whereas X-band data were
acquired in single-polarization (VV) only. In addition to the experimental releases, naturally
occurring slicks and real oil spills were imaged by chance. This data set has been the
basis for many of the studies on oil spill observation by multipolarization SAR. Early
investigations presented in [Gade et al., 1998] did not find multipolarization data very
useful for oil spill characterization. However, later studies performed on the same data set,
as well as on data from more recently available sensors, have demonstrated a potential for
oil slick characterization using multipolarization techniques. A review of these methods is
presented in the following sections.

H/A/ᾱ Decomposition

The H/A/ᾱ decomposition [Cloude and Pottier, 1997] based on the coherency matrix T
in (4.13) has been used to describe the scattering taking place at a given target or surface
for many different applications, including oil spill observation. The three decomposition
parameters, i.e., entropy H, mean scattering angle ᾱ, and anisotropy A, are calculated from
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T as

H = −
3∑

i=1

pi log3 pi, (5.18)

ᾱ =
3∑

i=1

piαi (5.19)
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and
A =

λ2 − λ3

λ2 + λ3

, (5.20)

where
pi =

λi
3∑
i=1

λi

, (5.21)

and αi is the alpha angle of the ith eigenvector ei, extracted as

αi = cos−1(|ei(1)|). (5.22)

λ2 and λ3 are the two smallest eigenvalues of the coherency matrix (λ1 > λ2 > λ3).
H is a measure for the randomness of the scattering process, and takes values between 0

and 1. For H = 1, the backscattering is completely depolarized (all λi are equal), whereas
H ∼ 0 indicates one dominating scattering mechanism (only one non-zero λi). ᾱ indicates
the type of scattering mechanism that is dominant, and takes on values between 0◦ and 90◦.
ᾱ values below 42.5◦ indicate surface scattering, values in the range 42.5◦ - 47.5◦ represent
volume scattering and values from 47.5◦ - 90◦ suggest double-bounce scattering [Lee and
Pottier, 2009]. This designation is most accurate at low values of H. The A describes the
relative importance of the secondary scattering mechanisms. For the two limits H = 0 and
H = 1, the A becomes zero. For intermediate values of H, a high value of A indicates that
there is only one strong secondary mechanism. The A is related to small-scale roughness
and is independent of the dielectric constant [Schuler and Lee, 2006].

[Cloude and Pottier, 1997] proposed an unsupervised classification method where the
data are projected into the H - ᾱ plane, which is segmented into nine zones representing
different scattering mechanisms. The Bragg scattering described in Section 5.2.3 is identified
as the area with H < 0.5 and ᾱ < 42.5◦ [Lee and Pottier, 2009]. The zone boundaries have
been set primarily for land areas, and a modification for ocean areas may be needed [Schuler
and Lee, 2006].

Several studies apply the H/A/ᾱ decomposition for oil spill observation. An early study
was presented in [Fortuny-Guasch, 2003], where the anisotropy was investigated for oil spill
detection in L- and C-band SIR-C/X-SAR imagery. Higher values of A were found within
the slick compared to in the sea, indicating a smoother surface in the oil-covered region.

In [Schuler and Lee, 2006], the decomposition was applied to describe the scattering
from biogenic slicks in Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (AIRSAR) L-band imagery.
Increased values of H, A and ᾱ were observed in the slicks compared to the clean sea.
Significantly higher values for H were found at incidence angles above 45◦, which [Schuler
and Lee, 2006] related to resonant Marangoni damping of Bragg waves. [Schuler and Lee,
2006] found the H-ᾱ classification method to work well.

In [Migliaccio et al., 2007], the H/A/ᾱ decomposition was applied to C-band SIR-C/X-
SAR data where mineral oil and surfactants simulating biogenic slicks were present on the
sea surface. The H was found to discriminate slick-covered from slick-free areas and to
distinguish some biogenic slicks from the mineral oil spill to some degree. A large overlap
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between the different slick types was observed in the ᾱ and A values. H was identified as
the main polarimetric feature for both low and high wind regimes. Increased entropy values
in slick-covered regions were also observed in [Migliaccio et al., 2009a] and [Migliaccio et al.,
2011a], where data from ALOS PALSAR and Radarsat-2 were analyzed, respectively.

The H-ᾱ-classification scheme was applied in a brief study by [Tian et al., 2010] on
Radarsat-2 data containing rough sea surface, biogenic film, an atmospheric front and
releases of peanut oil, gear oil and engine oil. The results were not discussed in detail, but
it was concluded that the parameters were valid for discrimination between sea surface,
biogenic slick and anthropogenic oil with different viscosity [Tian et al., 2010].

[Zhang et al., 2011] found increasing H and ᾱ values when moving from clean sea to
oil-slicks in Radarsat-2 data. This was interpreted as a change in scattering mechanism
from Bragg to non-Bragg scattering [Zhang et al., 2011].

The increase in entropy over oil-covered areas were not confirmed by [Minchew et al.,
2012], who analyzed UAVSAR L-band data from the Deepwater Horizon accident. For
this sensor, the backscatter signal mostly lies well above the noise floor, and the scattering
properties could be evaluated over a large range of incidence angles. [Minchew et al., 2012]
found increased H values over the oil spill only when the signal level was approaching the
noise floor. H and ᾱ values consistent with a Bragg scattering mechanism were found
everywhere where the signal was above the noise. At low to intermediate incidence angles,
where the cross-polarization signal was more than 6 dB above the noise floor, [Minchew
et al., 2012] found a higher A in the oil compared to the clean sea, indicating a smoother
surface. [Minchew et al., 2012] concluded that the H/A/ᾱ classification should only be
applied for low noise instruments, and emphasized that the apparent randomness implied
by large H values should not be used to indicate the physics of the scattering properties,
but rather the randomness of the noise. They suggested the major eigenvalue λ1 to be a
useful feature. This parameter was found to be consistently lower in oil-covered regions
compared to clean sea and it was less affected by the proximity of the cross-polarization
channel to the noise floor.

Polarization Signature

The polarization signature is the normalized intensity plotted as function of the ellipticity
angle χ and the orientation angle ψ, which describe the polarization of the wave. χ = 0◦

represents zero ellipticity, i.e., linear polarization, whereas χ = ±45◦ represents circular
polarization. For vertical and horizontal polarization, ψ = 90◦ and ψ = 0◦ / 180◦,
respectively [Gade et al., 1998]. The shape of the plots and the pedestal height provide
information about the present scattering mechanism [Migliaccio et al., 2008].

One of the first studies on the use of polarimetry for oil spill observation was presented
in [Gade et al., 1998], who investigated the polarization signature of slicks in SIR-C/X-SAR
data. Similar signatures were observed for slicks and clean sea in both C- and L-band data.
One oil slick produced an increased pedestal height compared to the clean sea, but this
was interpreted as the signal reaching the noise floor. [Gade et al., 1998] concluded that
polarimetric SAR was not very useful for discrimination between mineral oil and biogenic
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slicks, but that it might provide useful information about the scattering mechanisms.
[Migliaccio et al., 2008] compared the copolarization signatures of mineral oil spills,

look-alikes and clean sea from C-band SIR-C/X-SAR data. They found a larger pedestal
height in oil slicks compared to the slick-free surface, which was related to an increase in the
amount of unpolarized backscatter energy. Simulated biogenic slicks were indistinguishable
from the clean sea surface, and [Migliaccio et al., 2008] suggested that the pedestal height
of the polarization signature could be used to distinguish between oil and biogenic slicks.

Similar results were found in [Migliaccio et al., 2009a] and [Nunziata et al., 2011]
for ALOS-PALSAR and Radarsat-2 data. They related the difference in the amount of
unpolarized energy to a change from Bragg scatter mechanism in clean sea to non-Bragg
scattering in oil slicks. [Nunziata et al., 2011] found the Bragg scatter to be dominant in
various look-alikes, including a ship wave, a natural phenomenon and a simulated biogenic
slick. The normalized pedestal was found to give a higher slick-sea contrast than the entropy.
In [Migliaccio and Nunziata, 2014], Radarsat-2 data over the DWH oil spill were investigated.
Spatial variations in the normalized pedestal height were found and interpreted as areas of
varying oil damping properties.

Copolarization Cross Product

The copolarization cross product is defined from the complex scattering coefficients in (4.5)
as

〈SHHS∗V V 〉 =
〈
|SHH ||SV V |ej(φHH−φV V )

〉
. (5.23)

This parameter is the basis for the next features, which utilize the fact that a high correlation
between SHH and SV V is expected in clean sea areas, whereas a reduction in correlation is
observed in oil slicks.

[Nunziata et al., 2008] proposed a Mueller filtering technique for detection and charac-
terization of oil slicks, using elements from the Mueller matrix1. The filtering was based
on the cross-polarization intensity

〈
|SV H |2

〉
and the magnitude of the real part of the

copolarization cross product rCO, given as

rCO = |<(〈SHHS∗V V 〉)| , (5.24)

where < denotes the real part. For sea surface Bragg scattering,
〈
|SV H |2

〉
is small, whereas

the two copolarization channels are highly correlated and large values of rCO are expected.
In the case of non-Bragg scattering, a reduction in the correlation is expected. [Nunziata
et al., 2008] hence proposed the following method for distinguishing oil-covered areas, where
they expected a non-Bragg scattering mechanism to be present, from slick-free sea and
biogenic slicks, in which Bragg scattering was assumed:

• rCO >
〈
|SV H |2

〉
for slick-free surfaces and biogenic slicks

1The Mueller matrix relates the transmitted and received Stokes vectors and is described in, e.g., [Lee
and Pottier, 2009].
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• rCO <
〈
|SV H |2

〉
for mineral oil spills

The filtering technique requires no external threshold. The method was found to work
well on SIR-C/X-SAR C-band data and ALOS PALSAR data in [Nunziata et al., 2008]
and [Migliaccio et al., 2009a], respectively.

In [Zhang et al., 2011], an unsupervised oil spill mapping method based on the same
theoretical rationale as in [Nunziata et al., 2008] was presented. The conformity coefficient,
CC, was defined for quad-polarization SAR as

CC ∼= 2[<(SHHS
∗
V V )− |SV H |2]

(|SHH |2 + 2|SV H |2 + |SV V |2)
. (5.25)

Clean sea and oil slicks were expected to produce positive and negative values of CC, re-
spectively, and the logical true-false output could be used for segmentation and classification.
The method was tested on Radarsat-2 data in moderate wind conditions, and was found to
clearly discriminate oil-covered areas from the sea surface. However, [Zhang et al., 2011]
remarked that look-alikes may be a problem for this method, and that in high sea states,
breaking waves will depolarize the backscatter and reduce the usefulness of the CC.

The standard deviation of the copolarized phase difference (i.e., the standard deviation
of the phase of the cross product defined in (5.23)) is given as

σ
φCO

=
√
〈(φ

HH
− φ

V V
)2〉 − (〈φ

HH
− φ

V V
〉)2. (5.26)

The individual phase angles φHH and φV V are uniformly distributed over [−π, π] and
contain no information about the geometric and dielectric properties of a target. The phase
difference φCO = φHH − φV V on the other hand, may contain useful information. The
distribution of φCO is completely specified by two parameters, i.e., the degree of correlation
between SHH and SV V , which measures the width of the pdf, and the value of φCO where
the distribution is at its maximum [Ulaby et al., 1992]. The standard deviation of the phase
difference, σ

φCO
, may be used as a measure for the degree of correlation between SHH and

SV V .
[Migliaccio et al., 2009b] suggested to use σ

φCO
as a measure of the departure from

Bragg scattering, to distinguish clean sea and weak-damping look-alikes from mineral oil
spills. They proposed that a Bragg scatter mechanism in the former case would produce a
narrow φCO pdf and small values of σ

φCO
, whereas an increase in σ

φCO
would take place in

oil spills characterized by a non-Bragg scattering mechanism.
The σ

φCO
was evaluated for C- and L-band SIR-C/X-SAR data in [Migliaccio et al.,

2009b], and was found to emphasize oil spills with respect to the sea surface background,
whereas biogenic slicks were de-emphasized and indistinguishable from the sea. In one
case, the filtering was not effective, and the authors attributed this to the small size of
the slick and the high wind conditions. In [Migliaccio et al., 2011b] and [Velotto et al.,
2011], σ

φCO
was found useful for oil spill detection in ALOS PALSAR and TerraSAR-X

data, respectively.
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In [Velotto et al., 2011], the σ
φCO

was compared to the magnitude of the copolarization
correlation coefficient ρCO, given as

ρCO =

∣∣∣∣∣
〈SHHS∗V V 〉√
〈|SHH |2〉 〈|SV V |2〉

∣∣∣∣∣ . (5.27)

Both ρCO and σ
φCO

emphasized the presence of oil with respect to the background sea, while
de-emphasizing the presence of look-alikes. However, the σ

φCO
was found to be preferred

for observing illicit oil spills, as it gave better results for small window sizes.

Copolarization Power Ratio

The copolarization power ratio γCO is defined as

γCO =
〈|SHH |2〉
〈|SV V |2〉

. (5.28)

As described in Section 5.2.3, in the Bragg and tilted Bragg models, the copolarization
power ratio is independent of roughness, and is only a function of the dielectric constant,
the surface slope and the incidence angle.

[Minchew et al., 2012] evaluated γCO for UAVSAR L-band data over the DWH oil
spill. A difference in γCO was observed between clean sea and oil-covered areas. It was
hence concluded that the reduction in backscatter in the oil slick was at least partly
caused by a reduction in the dielectric constant. Based on the measured γCO over clean
water, [Minchew et al., 2012] estimated the surface slope angles, which were subsequently
used to estimate the dielectric constant of the slick and the volumetric oil concentration.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first paper utilizing a multipolarization feature to
estimate quantitative slick information.

Other Features

A number of other multipolarization features have also been applied for oil spill observation
in the literature. The average intensity Λ = λ1p1 + λ2p2 + λ3p3 based on the decomposition
of T was investigated in [Jones et al., 2011b] and the Shannon entropy was found useful
for oil spill detection in [Jones et al., 2011a]. The circular polarization coherence, related
to surface roughness, was investigated in [Fortuny-Guasch, 2003]. [Nunziata et al., 2013]
examined the degree of polarization (DoP) as a measure of the departure from Bragg
scattering. In [Nunziata et al., 2012], a subset of the features described above, i.e., the
pedestal height, σ

φCO
and the DoP were reformulated in terms of Mueller matrix elements,

to unify the features and allow for a better comparison.

Feature Combinations

Using combinations of several multipolarization features rather than individual descriptors
has been motivated by the fact that look-alikes and sea clutter may have similar values
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as oil spills in some features but not in all. A combined feature may hence be better for
discrimination than the individual features. [Wenguang et al., 2010] proposed the combined
feature FW , given as

FW =
(1−H) + (1− ᾱ) + A12 + ρCO

4
, (5.29)

where
A12 =

λ1 − λ2

λ1 + λ2

. (5.30)

FW takes values in the range [0, 1]. [Wenguang et al., 2010] compared segmentations of
C-band SIR-C/X-SAR data based on the FW and the Span,

Span = |SHH |2 + |SV V |2 + 2|SV H |2 = λ1 + λ2 + λ3. (5.31)

Similar results were obtained with FW and Span, but [Wenguang et al., 2010] argued that
a lower number of iterations (shorter processing time) was an advantage of the combined
feature.

A similar feature combination was applied in [Liu et al., 2011], i.e.,

FL =
H + ᾱ + A+ ρCO

4
, (5.32)

where each feature was normalized to have a maximum value of one. Enhanced visual
slick-sea contrast was found in FL compared to in the individual features in UAVSAR
L-band data over the DWH oil spill. Both Span and FL were found to be effective for
oil spill segmentation, but a more strict segmentation result was obtained in the case of
FL [Liu et al., 2011].

Use of Compact Polarimetry

As described in Section 4.5.4, compact polarimetry can be used to realize many of the
benefits of quad-polarization or coherent dual-polarization data, with the advantage of a
larger swath width. Several papers investigate the use of CP data for oil spill observation
by simulating these data types from quad-polarization measurements.

In [Shirvany et al., 2012], the degree of polarization from various combinations of dual-
polarization data, including CP modes, were compared with respect to oil spill detection
in Radarsat-2 and UAVSAR data. The best discrimination between oil and water was
obtained with the HH/HV combination at small incidence angles, and with HH/VV at
large incidence angles. The hybrid and compact modes produced results that were similar
to those obtained with HH/VV. In [Shirvany et al., 2012], internal slick variations in the
degree of polarization were interpreted as areas of varying thickness.

Oil spill detection by hybrid-polarimetric SAR generated from Radarsat-2 data was
also explored by [Salberg et al., 2014]. A number of CP features were investigated and
it was concluded that similar detection results could be obtained with CP data as with
quad-polarization measurements [Salberg et al., 2014].
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As the first studies on the application of CP data for oil spill observation have given
promising results, and as several recently launched and planned SAR sensors offer CP
acquisitions, these data types may be increasingly used for oil spill observation in the
future.

5.5.2 Features Investigated in This Thesis

Characterization of low backscatter regions in the marine environment is the main focus of
this thesis. A number of different features are investigated for this purpose in the papers
presented in Chapters 8 - 11. Table 5.1 gives an overview of these features. The papers
in which each feature or feature set is applied are indicated, and parameters that are not
defined in the preceding sections of this thesis are defined in Table 5.1.

Several of the investigated features were selected based on the literature review presented
in the previous section. As the noise analysis in Paper II reveals that the cross-polarization
channels are severely contaminated by noise, the investigated features are based only on
the copolarization channels. Hence, an alternative version of the H/A/ᾱ decomposition
is applied, as can be seen in Table 5.1. The superscript ′ is used to distinguish the dual-
copolarization versions from the conventional definitions. In the dual-copolarization case,
we have that p2 = 1 − p1. For p1 close to 1, H ′ tends to 0, and a dominant scattering
mechanism can be identified. If p1 = p2, then H ′ = 1 and the scattering is random. As
only two eigenvalues are extracted from T, the anisotropy A′ measures the difference in
size between these two. This differs from the conventional definition using the two smallest
eigenvalues. It should be noted that the dual-copolarization versions of the entropy and
anisotropy represent the same information, and A′ can be written as A′ = 2p1 − 1. Only
two αi angles are extracted in this case, with α′1 + α′2 = 90◦. It is more interesting to look
at the dominating scattering mechanism than the mean of the two, hence α′1 is investigated
in Paper I.

In addition to the features described above, the geometric intensity µ and the normalized
copolarization difference DCO are investigated. The µ is a measure of the combined intensity
in the copolarization channels, and is hence expected to provide a good contrast between
slick-free and slick-covered regions. µ is similar to the Span, but is computed as the
geometric mean of the eigenvalues rather than the sum. The DCO is a normalized version
of the PD.

As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, single-polarization spatial texture features, e.g., based on
the co-occurrence matrix, have previously been used for oil spill classification. However,
these features contain a different type of information than the radar texture introduced in
Section 4.6. In the work presented in this thesis, we explore the radar texture in various
low backscatter regions in terms of the sample log-cumulants defined in Section 4.6.3. Log-
cumulants from SLI measurements (κ2 and κ3) are investigated in Paper III for Radarsat-2
and TerraSAR-X data. Further analysis is presented in Paper IV where log-cumulants (κ1

and κ2) are extracted from the MLC covariance matrix based on Radarsat-2 data. To the
author’s knowledge, log-cumulants have not been applied for oil spill observation in previous
studies. κ1 is related to the backscatter intensity, and lower values are expected in oil slicks
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Table 5.1: Overview of the features investigated in Papers I - IV presented in Chapters 8 - 11.
Feature(s) Paper(s) Comments

Entropy (H ′) I, II Dual-copolarization version:

H ′ = −
2∑
i=1

pi log2 pi

Anisotropy (A′) II Dual-copolarization version:
A′ = λ1−λ2

λ1+λ2

Alpha angle of the largest eigenvalue (α′1) II Dual-copolarization version:
α′1 = cos−1(|e1(1)|)

Real the part of the I, II, III
copolarization cross product (rCO)

Standard deviation of the I, II
copolarized phase difference (σφCO)

Magnitude of the copolarization II
correlation coefficient (ρCO)

Copolarization power ratio (γCO) I, II

Geometric intensity (µ) II, III µ = (|T|)1/2

Normalized copolarization difference (DCO) I DCO =
〈|SV V |2〉−〈|SHH |2〉
〈|SV V |2〉+〈|SHH |2〉

Scattering model parameters III PD, PR, NP, σV V0B /σV V0 , σ0nB/σ
V V
0

(defined in Section 5.2.3)

Log-cumulants (SLI) III Second and third order (κ2 and κ3)
(defined in Section 4.6.3)

Log-cumulants (MLC) IV First and second order (κ1 and κ2)
(defined in Section 4.6.3)
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compared to slick-free areas. As described in Section 5.4.1, mineral oils typically form slicks
with inhomogeneous distribution of oil, whereas natural slicks form monomolecular films.
Hence, a higher textural variation may be found in mineral oils compared to clean sea and
biogenic slicks.

A summary of the research part of this thesis is given in Chapter 7 and the full papers
are presented in Chapters 8 - 11.
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Chapter 6

Data Collection

One challenge for the scientific community working with remote sensing of oil spills is the
lack of data. It is not known where and when an oil spill will take place, and it is difficult
to obtain permission to do deliberate releases for scientific purposes. In operational oil
spill detection services, mostly single-polarization data are collected, and ground truth
information is often not available. For this thesis, data were acquired during large scale
oil-on-water exercises in the North Sea conducted by the Norwegian Clean Seas Association
for Operating Companies (NOFO). The main objectives of these campaigns are to test
procedures and equipment for oil spill response. The unique opportunity also for collection
of remote sensing data for scientific purposes is now recognized. During the exercises in
June 2011, June 2012 and June 2013, the data set used for the work in this thesis was
acquired. This chapter describes the exercises and the data collection.

6.1 Oil-On-Water Exercises

NOFO is an organization for operators on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, that covers
the members need for an effective oil spill preparedness. This includes developing and
implementing new oil spill response technologies. As part of this work, NOFO conducts
an annual oil-on-water (OOW) exercise, in which oil is released onto the open sea in order
to test procedures and equipment for oil spill response under realistic conditions. The
exercises take place at the Frigg field in the North Sea, within 10 nautical miles of the
position 59◦ 59’ N, 02◦ 27’ E, which is indicated in Fig. 6.1. The time and location of the
exercises are carefully selected as the biological activities (presence of birds and marine life)
are at a minimum.

The OOW exercises are large events, involving a number of vessels, aircrafts and
representatives from, e.g., the oil industry, research and development companies, pollution
authorities, the coast guard, the coastal administration and research institutions. Norway
is one of few countries that allow discharges of oil onto the sea surface for this type of
exercises. The OOW campaigns hence gain international attention, and, e.g., oil pollution
surveillance aircrafts from different countries have participated. During the exercises,
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Figure 6.1: The oil-on-water exercises take place at the Frigg field in the North Sea, indicated
by the red square.

different tests are carried out. Equipment for oil spill cleaning up, e.g., dispersion systems,
booms and skimmers, are the major exercise elements. Other components include leadership,
communication, efficient use of equipment and downlink of imagery from aircraft to ship.
Remote sensing is done from ships, aircrafts and aerostats tethered to a ship, in addition to
the collection of satellite data. Some photos from OOW-2011 taken from ships and aircrafts
are shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, respectively.

6.1.1 OOW-2011

The exercise in 2011 took place from 6 - 9 June, during which three different substances
were released. A volume of 20 m3 emulsion of Oseberg blend crude oil mixed with 5%
IFO3801, with an initial water content of 69%, was released and subjected to mechanical
recovery (shown in Fig. 6.2(a) - 6.2(d) and Fig. 6.3(a) - 6.3(b)). About 1 m3 of emulsion
was not recovered, and the remains were imaged by SAR the next day. From boats close
to the slick, the thickness of free-floating emulsion was estimated to be 0.1 - 1.5 mm. A
volume of 30 m3 of evaporated Balder crude oil was released and subjected to chemical
dispersion (shown in Fig. 6.2(e) - 6.2(f) and Fig. 6.3(c) - 6.3(d)).

In addition to the releases of mineral oil, 0.4 m3 of Radiagreen ebo plant oil were released
and left on the surface untouched. The plant oil is a 2-ethylhexyl oleate, a monoalkyl ester

1Intermediate Fuel Oil with viscosity ≤ 380 cSt (<3.5% sulphur).
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(a) Oil is released into the boom system. (b) Oil is drifting into the boom.

(c) Emulsion on the surface. (d) Collected oil is being pumped up.

(e) Dispersion of free floating oil. (f) Various thickness zones in the oil spill.

Figure 6.2: Photos from the OOW-2011 exercise. Photos: Stine Skrunes.
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(a) Ships in formation and ready for oil release. (b) Oil collected in the boom system.

(c) Overview of crude oil slick. (d) Crude oil slick.

Figure 6.3: Aerial photos from the OOW-2011 exercise. Photos are courtesy of Kystver-
ket/NOFO/Sundt Air.

of an oleic acid. The plant oil will have a similar ambiphilic structure as the surface active
compounds in natural slicks described in Section 5.4.1. In this work, the plant oil slick is
treated as a substitute for natural monomolecular biogenic slicks. More information on the
properties of the released substances is given in the papers in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10.

6.1.2 OOW-2012

OOW-2012 was conducted from 11 - 15 June 2012. Three releases of Oseberg blend emulsion
with an initial water content of 58% were done this year. The first two releases amounted to
31 m3 and 10 m3 and were both subjected to mechanical recovery. Chemical dispersion was
applied to the third release of 25 m3. The properties of the emulsion are further described
in Paper III in Chapter 10.

As in OOW-2011, 0.4 m3 of plant oil were released for simulation of natural slicks. In
addition, a release of 20 L of oleyl alcohol (OLA) was carried out, as this substance has
previously been used to simulate biogenic slicks [Gade et al., 1998]. Unfortunately, the OLA
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was not detected by SAR, probably due to the poor quality of the subsequent acquisitions.

6.1.3 OOW-2013

OOW-2013 took place from 10 - 14 June 2013. Oseberg blend emulsion (added max
5% IFO380 and max 0.13% emulsifier), with an initial water content of 62% - 64%, was
released. Three discharges of 45 m3, 17 m3 and 24 m3 were conducted to test equipment
for mechanical recovery. A fourth emulsion release of 6 m3 was done during night in order
to test IR remote sensing from aerostat in darkness. In addition, three releases of plant
oil, each 0.4 m3, were done in en effort to acquire several images with both plant oil and
mineral oil spills.

6.2 Remote Sensing Data Collection

During OOW exercises, remote sensing data were acquired with different sensors and carrier
platforms, as described in the following sections.

6.2.1 SAR Data Set

The work presented in this thesis is based on satellite SAR data acquired by Radarsat-2,
TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed. Sensor properties are given in Table 6.1, for the specific
modes used in this thesis. An overview of the multipolarization SAR data collected during
OOW exercises is presented in Table 6.2. It should be noted that COSMO-SkyMed collects
dual-polarization data in the PingPong mode, which is based on alternating polarizations
between bursts. The phase link between the polarization channels is not preserved and
the relative phase can not be used in the data analysis [Nunziata and Migliaccio, 2013].
TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 are coherent systems where also the relative phase can be
used in the interpretation. Examples of SAR images containing low backscatter regions of
various origins are presented in Fig. 6.4. The bright point targets close to the oil slicks are
ships participating in the exercises. The Radarsat-2 scene shown in Fig. 6.4(a) is acquired
about one hour after the aerial photos of the crude oil spill presented in Fig. 6.3(c) and
Fig. 6.3(d).

6.2.2 Other Remote Sensing Data

Initially, a comparison between SAR and multispectral data was intended to be carried out
during this project. However, obtaining near coincident data from SAR and multispectral
sensors has proven difficult. In addition, acquisition of multispectral data can be challenging
due to cloud cover. One multispectral RapidEye scene with visible oil slicks was acquired
during OOW-2012. A subset of the scene is presented in Fig. 6.5. The image was collected
about 6 hours after the Radarsat-2 acquisition shown in Fig. 5.3, and the same slick shapes
can be recognized in both scenes. A preliminary investigation of the two acquisitions is
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(a) Radarsat-2 scene from 8 June 2011,
17.27 UTC. RADARSAT-2 Data and Products
c©MDA LTD. (2011) - All Rights Reserved.

(b) TerraSAR-X scene from 15 June 2012, 17.28
UTC. TerraSAR-X data c©2012 DLR.

(c) COSMO-SkyMed scene from 14 June 2012,
17.55 UTC. Copyright c©ASI (2012).

Figure 6.4: Examples of SAR images (VV intensity).
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Table 6.1: Properties of the SAR sensors and modes used in this thesis [Italian
Space Agency, 2009,German Aerospace Center, 2010,MacDonald, Dettwiler and
Associates Ltd., 2011]. ’rg.’ and ’az.’ denote range and azimuth directions,
respectively.

Radarsat-2 COSMO-SkyMed TerraSAR-X

Frequency C-band (5.405 GHz) X-band X-band (9.65 GHz)

Mode, formata Fine Quad-pol, SLC PingPong, SCS Stripmap, SSC

Polarization Quad Dual (HH/VV, Dual (HH/VV,
HH/HV, VV/VH) HH/HV, VV/VH)

Incidence 18◦ - 49◦ ∼20◦ - ∼60◦ 20◦ - 40◦ (recommended)
angle (15◦ - 60◦ accessible)

Scene size 25 km × 25 km 30 km × 30 km 15 km × 50 km
(rg. × az.)

Resolutionb 5.2 m × 7.6 m 15 m × 15 m 1.2 m × 6.6 m
(rg. × az.)

Pixel spacing 4.7 m × 5.1 m 3 - 8 m × 2 - 2.5 m 0.9 m × 2.5 m
(rg. × az.)

NESZ -36.5 ± 3 dB ≤ -19 dBc -19 dB
a SLC: Single Look Complex, SCS: Single-look Complex Slant, SSC: Single-look, Slant-range,
Complex.

b Range resolution is given in ground range for COSMO-SkyMed, and in slant range for
Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X.

c Common figure for COSMO-SkyMed products, not mode-specific.
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Table 6.2: Overview of the multipolarization SAR data collected during OOW-2011, OOW-
2012 and OOW-2013. ’ROIs present’ indicates the regions of interest present in the
scenes. ’P’, ’E’, ’C’ and ’N’ denotes plant oil, emulsion, crude oil and natural phenomenon,
respectively.

Sensor Date (time) Incidence angle Polarization ROIs present

Radarsat-2 08.06.11 (05.59) 46.1◦ - 47.3◦ Quad P, E
TerraSAR-X 08.06.11 (06.23) 27.3◦ - 29.0◦ Dual (HH/VV) E
TerraSAR-X 08.06.11 (17.11) 19.9◦ - 21.7◦ Dual (HH/VV) P, E, C, N
Radarsat-2 08.06.11 (17.27) 34.5◦ - 36.1◦ Quad P, E, C, N

TerraSAR-X 14.06.12 (17.45) 55.4◦ - 56.0◦ Dual (HH/VV) None visible
COSMO-SkyMed 14.06.12 (17.55) 41.7◦ - 43.2◦ Dual (HH/VV) P, E
COSMO-SkyMed 15.06.12 (05.29) 39.6◦ - 41.7◦ Dual (HH/VV) P, E
Radarsat-2 15.06.12 (06.20) 30.3◦ - 32.0◦ Quad P, E
TerraSAR-X 15.06.12 (17.28) 40.9◦ - 42.1◦ Dual (HH/VV) E
Radarsat-2 15.06.12 (17.48) 48.3◦ - 49.5◦ Quad E
COSMO-SkyMed 15.06.12 (19.01) 23.5◦ - 26.1◦ Dual (HH/VV) E

Radarsat-2 11.06.13 (17.19) 28.1◦ - 29.8◦ Quad P, E
TerraSAR-X 13.06.13 (17.29) 41.7◦ - 42.9◦ Dual (HH/VV) P, E

presented in [Skrunes et al., 2012b], where some correlation between apparent variations
in multispectral data and SAR multipolarization features is observed. However, limited
ground truth data is a challenge for the interpretation of these variations.

SLAR and aerial photo were collected by aircrafts participating in the exercises (see
Fig. 6.3), and optical and near IR photo and video were obtained from aerostat. Obtaining
coincident measurements from SAR and other instruments proved to be difficult, both
due to the weather limitations of other sensors, and due to competing interests during the
exercises.

6.3 Challenges and Limitations

The OOW campaigns offer unique opportunities to collect remote sensing data of marine oil
spills and corresponding ground truth information, e.g., oil volume, properties and weather
conditions. However, some challenges and limitations have been recognized with respect to
the exercises and data collection.

A number of different tests were conducted during the exercises, and the main focus
was on the oil spill cleaning up operations, not the remote sensing. Hence, in some cases,
different interests could make it difficult to obtain all the desired data and information.

The released oil was not always free floating on the surface, and a certain, in some
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(a) Composite of the red, green and blue
channels.

(b) Near infrared channel.

Figure 6.5: RapidEye image from 15 June 2012, 12.08 UTC. Emulsion slicks are seen in the
middle of the image. Delivered by RapidEye, c©RapidEye (2012) - All Rights Reserved.

cases unknown, amount of oil was recovered or dispersed before the satellite overpasses.
Hence, the amount of oil left on the surface was not always known, and an unknown degree
of weathering had taken place before the SAR acquisitions. Sampling and measurements
of the oil slick properties were done on a few occasions, but not close in time to satellite
overpasses.

One important value of the OOW exercises was the releases of plant oil, which was
used to simulate natural biogenic slicks. A number of other substances have previously
been used for this purpose, including OLA, oleic acid methyl ester and triolein [Gade et al.,
1998]. The plant oil is expected to form a monomolecular film, similar to films produced
naturally by marine organisms, and has a relatively low viscosity. However, a quantitative
comparison of the slick properties with those of other simulated or natural slicks has not
been conducted. A release of OLA was done during OOW-2012, but it was not detected by
SAR, probably due to the poor SAR quality of the subsequent acquisitions. As the plant
oil slicks were produced artificially, the geometric properties may not be representative of
naturally occurring slicks. Therefore, geometric characteristics are not investigated in this
thesis.

The wind speed is important for determining the radar backscatter intensity and the
detectability of oil slicks. In this work, wind measurements are done at ships participating
in the exercises and from the closest platform Heimdal, which is situated south of the
exercise area. Some uncertainty applies to the platform measurements due to spatial and
temporal differences between SAR acquisitions and wind observations. The measurements
from ships are acquired in the area of interest, but are only recorded every one or four
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hours. In some cases, these measurements are on the Beaufort scale, which gives a range of
wind speeds rather than one value. The limitations of the available wind information are
discussed in Paper III and Paper IV. In these papers, wind speed extracted from the SAR
data is also included. The wind retrieval is done by scientists at the Northern Research
Institute (Norut). Some deviation between wind measurements and the SAR wind are
found. Large incidence angles and low wind speeds can cause the SAR wind to be more
uncertain. In addition, some uncertainty applies to the wind directions that are used as
input, as these are the measurements from the ships and the platform. Recording wind
speed information from ships at the exact time of satellite overpasses will be emphasized in
the future experiments.
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Chapter 7

Overview of Publications

This chapter contains a summary of the four publications presented in Chapters 8 - 11 and
an overview of other, related publications.

7.1 Paper Summaries

Paper I

S. Skrunes, C. Brekke, T. Eltoft and V. Miegebielle, "An Experimental Study of
X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imagery for Marine Oil Slick Mon-
itoring", Proc. 36th Arctic and Marine Oilspill Program (AMOP) Technical Seminar on
Environmental Contamination and Response, Halifax, Canada, 4 - 6 Jun. 2013, pp. 498-514.

Over the last decades, mostly C-band SAR sensors have been used for operational satellite
based oil spill detection. Several of the more recently launched satellites, e.g., TerraSAR-X
and COSMO-SkyMed, as well as planned missions such as TerraSAR-X Next Generation
and PAZ, operate in the X-band frequency range. As X-band sensors are now being
incorporated into the oil spill detection services, more information on the use of X-band
compared to C-band is requested.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the usefulness of multipolarization X-band
SAR data for oil spill observation. Noise properties and visual slick-sea contrasts in
multipolarization features are investigated and compared with respect to incidence angle.
In addition, a preliminary evaluation of temporal slick changes, feature value consistency
between scenes and a comparison in terms of slick type and age are presented. Dual-
copolarization SAR data collected by TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed during OOW-2011
and OOW-2012 are analyzed.

It is found that slicks of different types and ages are detected by both sensors in low wind
conditions (1.6 - 5 m/s), except at very large incidence angles (> 55◦). The noise analysis
shows that for large incidence angles, the signal levels lie partly below the noise floor. On
the other hand, the multipolarization features are less useful at the lowest incidence angles
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(∼ 20◦ − 21◦ for TerraSAR-X and ∼ 24◦ − 26◦ for COSMO- SkyMed). Hence, intermediate
incidence angles seem preferable when using multipolarization features.

In the COSMO-SkyMed PingPong mode, the phase link between the polarization
channels is not preserved, and only intensity based multipolarization features are extracted
from these acquisitions. This is an important difference between COSMO-SkyMed and
TerraSAR-X, as the latter provides coherent measurements, where the relative phase can
also be used. For the data analyzed here, we find that the intensity based features produce
a poorer slick-sea contrast compared to the features in which phase information is included.
Hence, TerraSAR-X data are found more useful for multipolarization analysis than COSMO-
SkyMed data. For TerraSAR-X data at incidence angles ∼ 27◦ − 29◦ and ∼ 41◦ − 42◦, the
features including phase information clearly distinguish slicks from the surrounding sea,
and consistency in the feature values between the scenes is seen to some extent. No clear
variation with slick age is found.

The applicability of TerraSAR-X data for oil spill observation is further discussed in
Paper III, where a comparison between coincident Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data is
presented.

Paper II

S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and T. Eltoft, "Characterization of Marine Surface Slicks
by Radarsat-2 Multipolarization Features", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing, vol. 52, no. 9, pp. 5302-5319, Sep. 2014.

Oil spill detection by SAR has conventionally been performed on single-polarization (VV or
HH) data. The availability of sensors with dual- and quad-polarization abilities has increased
over the last decade and many studies on the application of these measurements for oil spill
observation have been carried out. Promising results for the detection and characterization
of oil slicks, including the task of oil versus look-alike discrimination, have been found.
Most of the previous studies promote individual features without a comparison to other
recommended/available features. In addition, a majority of the previous investigations were
performed on data from discontinued missions, such as the SIR-C/X-SAR, or from systems
with restricted availability, such as the UAVSAR.

In this paper, a systematic comparison of eight well-known multipolarization features
is carried out, with the aim of identifying the most useful descriptors for mineral oil spill
versus biogenic slick discrimination. Two Radarsat-2 fine quad-polarization scenes acquired
during OOW-2011 are analyzed. These are morning and evening scenes from the same day,
and each contains both mineral oil spills and a simulated biogenic slick.

A noise analysis of the data is first performed, from which we conclude that the signal
levels in the cross-polarization channels are not strong enough for the desired analysis
of oil slick characteristics. Therefore, the cross-polarization channels are discarded, and
multipolarization features derived from only the copolarized scattering coefficients are
explored. The subsequent feature analysis and selection are performed on one of the two
scenes. We find that the two most powerful multipolarization features are the geometric
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intensity, which measures the combined intensity based on the determinant of the coherency
matrix, and the real part of the copolarization cross product, which is related to the scattering
behavior of the target. The selected feature pair is used as basis for a k-means classification
of both scenes. The results show that the two features can distinguish between a simulated
biogenic slick and mineral oil types such as Balder and Oseberg blend in North Sea summer
conditions and low winds. The discriminative power seems to be persistent with time.

The two selected features are further investigated in Paper III, where the discriminative
power is compared between Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X acquisitions.

Paper III

S. Skrunes, C. Brekke, T. Eltoft and V. Kudryavtsev, "Comparing Coincident C- and
X-band SAR Acquisitions of Marine Oil Spills", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience
and Remote Sensing, in review, 2014.

This paper presents a theoretical and experimental comparison of C- and X-band SAR
for oil spill observation, partly based on the findings of Paper I and Paper II. Paper I
concludes that TerraSAR-X is more useful for oil spill observation than COSMO-SkyMed
when multipolarization techniques are applied. Hence, TerraSAR-X acquisitions are fur-
ther investigated in this paper. During the OOW-2011 and OOW-2012, Radarsat-2 and
TerraSAR-X data were collected less than 24 minutes apart on three different occasions.
These three scene pairs are investigated in this study.

The main objective of this paper is to characterize and quantify differences between the
Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X measurements. Specifically, the analysis consists of first, a
data quality study in terms of signal-to-noise levels and damping ratios, and second, an
investigation of signal characteristics including statistical properties and dual-copolarization
parameters, which are used to infer information about the scattering properties. In particular,
we look at how the signal characteristics vary between the two sensors and between low
backscatter regions of various origin.

No viable argument for selecting one sensor above the other is identified in the data
quality study. A comparison of the feature pair selected in Paper II here shows enhanced
slick-sea contrasts and a better discrimination between mineral oil spills and other low
backscatter phenomena in Radarsat-2 compared to TerraSAR-X. The difference in incidence
angle between the Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X scenes may affect the results. The presence
of a non-Bragg scattering component in the data is revealed for both sensors. The relative
contribution of non-Bragg scattering to the total backscatter is found to be higher in the
TerraSAR-X data than in the Radarsat-2 data. This may, at least partly, be related to an
increased contribution of specular reflection in the TerraSAR-X data at low incidence angles.
In general, the non-Bragg component is found to account for a larger part of the backscatter
in slick-covered areas compared to in clean sea. It is found that the ratio between the
copolarization channels can be used to suppress a natural low backscatter phenomenon,
and that the difference between the channels enhances the slick-sea contrast compared to
the individual intensities.
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In the statistical analysis, log-cumulants of second and third order (κ2 and κ3) extracted
from single-look VV intensity are investigated. A larger deviation from Gaussian statistics
(higher texture) is found in the TerraSAR-X data compared to the Radarsat-2 measurements.
This may be related to the smaller pixel spacing of TerraSAR-X, to variation in relative
roughness, or to a difference in scattering properties. The log-cumulant diagram, in
particular κ2, is shown to be a useful tool for discrimination between oil spills and other
low backscatter regions in both sensors. Physical variations within the mineral oil slicks
may cause the increased texture observed in these areas. The log-cumulants are further
investigated in Paper IV, where the analysis is expanded to the multipolarization case.

Paper IV

S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and A. P. Doulgeris, "Characterization of SAR Low Backscatter
Ocean Features Using Log-Cumulants", IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters,
submitted, 2014.

In this paper, the analysis of log-cumulants presented in Paper III is expanded from the
single-look intensity case to the multilook dual-copolarization covariance matrix. The
objective is to investigate the potential of log-cumulants for discriminating mineral oil
slicks from simulated biogenic slicks and a natural phenomenon. Five Radarsat-2 fine
quad-polarization scenes from OOW-2011, OOW-2012 and OOW-2013 are analyzed.

In Paper III, the second order log-cumulant is identified as a powerful feature, whereas the
third order log-cumulant exhibits a less discriminative behavior. In this paper, a combination
of the first and second order log-cumulants, representing the mean and variance in the
log-domain, respectively, is explored. As log-cumulants, and in particular κ1, can vary with
incidence angle and sea state, a normalization with respect to water is applied. A good
consistency in the relative log-cumulants is observed between the scenes.

It is found that the combination of the first and second order log-cumulants clearly
discriminate the majority of the mineral oil spills from the simulated biogenic slicks and the
natural phenomenon. The discrimination between regions is somewhat better when using
dual-copolarization data compared to single-polarization intensity and it improves with the
degree of multilooking. The proposed method has a potential application in classification
of low backscatter ocean regions of unknown origin.

7.2 Other Publications

As first author

1. S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and T. Eltoft, "An Experimental Study on Oil Spill Charac-
terization by Multi-Polarization SAR", Proc. 9th European Conference on Synthetic
Aperture Radar (EUSAR), Nuremberg, Germany, 23 - 26 Apr. 2012, pp. 139-142.

2. S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and T. Eltoft, "A Comprehensive Analysis of Polarimetric
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Features for Oil Spill Characterization", Proc. SeaSAR, Tromsø, Norway, 18 - 22 Jun.
2012, 8 pp.

3. S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and T. Eltoft, "Oil Spill Characterization with Multi-Polarization
C- and X-Band SAR", Proc. IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Symposium (IGARSS), Munich, Germany, 22 - 27 Jul. 2012, pp. 5117-5170.

4. S. Skrunes, C. Brekke and T. Eltoft, "Ocean surface slick characterization by multi-
polarization Radarsat-2 data", Proc. SPIE Remote Sensing, Edinburgh, Scotland,
24 - 27 Sep. 2012, 15 pp.

As coauthor

1. C. Brekke, V. Kudryavtsev, A.-B. Salberg, S. Skrunes, S. Ermakov, M. Migliaccio and
B. Holt, "Current Advances in SAR Remote Sensing of Oil Slicks and a Look-ahead",
Proc. SeaSAR, Tromsø, Norway, 18 - 22 Jun. 2012, 12 pp.

2. C. Brekke, B. Holt, C. Jones and S. Skrunes, "Towards Oil Slick Monitoring in the
Arctic Environment", Proc. POLinSAR, Frascati, Italy, 28 Jan - 1 Feb. 2013, 8 pp.

3. C. Brekke, B. Holt, C. Jones and S. Skrunes, "Discrimination of oil spills from newly
formed sea ice by synthetic aperture radar", Remote Sensing of Environment, vol.
145, pp. 1-14, Apr. 2014.

4. C. Brekke and S. Skrunes, "Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Measurements of
Oil Pollution at Sea", Book chapter, to appear in Exploitation of fully polarimetric
SAR data for application demonstrations (PolSAR-Ap), ESA/Springer, 2015, 7 pp.
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Oil Slick Monitoring

Stine Skrunes, Camilla Brekke, Torbjørn Eltoft and Véronique Miegebielle

Published in: Proc. 37th Arctic Marine Oilspill Program (AMOP) Technical Seminar on
Environmental Contamination and Response,
Halifax, Canada, 4-6 June 2013, pp. 498-514.
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Paper II:
Characterization of Marine Surface Slicks by
Radarsat-2 Multipolarization Features

Stine Skrunes, Camilla Brekke and Torbjørn Eltoft

Published in: IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing,
vol. 52, no. 9, pp. 5302-5319, Sep. 2014.
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Chapter 10

Paper III:
Comparing Coincident C- and X-band SAR
Acquisitions of Marine Oil Spills

Stine Skrunes, Camilla Brekke, Torbjørn Eltoft and Vladimir Kudryavtsev

In review: IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing,
submitted 27 March 2014, revision submitted 6 June 2014.
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Chapter 11

Paper IV:
Characterization of SAR Low Backscatter
Ocean Features Using Log-Cumulants

Stine Skrunes, Camilla Brekke and Anthony Paul Doulgeris

Submitted to: IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters,
submitted 30 June 2014.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions and Future Outlook

The papers presented in Chapters 8 - 11 add to the on-going discussion on the application
of multipolarization data for oil slick characterization, and provide more information on
sensor characteristics and abilities. In this chapter, research conclusions are summarized
and a future outlook, including ideas for further research, is given.

12.1 Research Conclusions

A number of multipolarization features have been suggested for oil spill characterization in
the literature. In this thesis, a variety of features extracted from dual-copolarization data
are investigated for this purpose. In Paper I, features utilizing both intensity and phase
information are found to perform better with respect to detection and characterization of
slicks, compared to features based on intensity only. Hence, coherent measurements as those
provided by Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X are considered preferable to COSMO-SkyMed
data, in which the phase information is not preserved. In Paper I, the backscatter signal
is found to be highly affected by the noise floor at large incidence angles, whereas the
multipolarization features provide less information at the smallest incidence angles. Hence,
intermediate incidence angles are found preferable for multipolarization analysis.

In Paper II, we investigate eight well-known multipolarization descriptors with potential
for oil spill characterization, and compare them in terms of their ability to discriminate
between mineral oil spills and a simulated biogenic slick. The geometric intensity and the
real part of the copolarization cross product are identified as the most useful features for this
purpose. The former measures the combined intensity in the copolarization channels based
on the determinant of the coherency matrix, whereas the latter is related to the scattering
behavior of the target. The selected feature pair is used as basis for image classification,
and is found to discriminate the mineral oils from the simulated biogenic slick.

For characterization purposes, the proximity of the signal level to the sensor noise floor
is important. This is addressed in Papers I - III where signal-to-noise analyses are presented.
In Paper II, the cross-polarization channels in Radarsat-2 fine quad-polarization data are
found to be severely contaminated by noise, and are discarded from the analysis. Features
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based only on copolarization data are investigated in Papers I - IV.
In Paper I, X-band data are found useful for detection of slicks of various types and

ages in low wind conditions, except at very large incidence angles (>55◦). A theoretical and
experimental comparison between C- and X-band data is presented in Paper III, including
analysis of near coincident acquisitions of Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data. No clear
difference in the data quality, including signal-to-noise levels and damping ratios, is found
between the sensors. The feature pair selected in Paper II shows a better discrimination
between clean sea, mineral oils and biogenic slicks in Radarsat-2 compared to TerraSAR-X
for this data set. The difference in incidence angle between the Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X
scenes may affect the results. The presence of a non-Bragg scattering component is revealed
in the measurements from both sensors. However, a relatively higher contribution of the
non-Bragg component to the total backscatter is found in the TerraSAR-X data compared
to the Radarsat-2 data. A general increase in the non-Bragg contribution in the slicks
compared to the clean sea is also observed.

Statistical properties are investigated in terms of log-cumulants in Paper III and Paper
IV. A larger deviation from Gaussian statistics (higher texture) is found in the TerraSAR-X
data compared to Radarsat-2 data in Paper III. This may be related to the smaller pixel
spacing of TerraSAR-X, to variation in relative roughness, or to a difference in scattering
properties. In Paper III, log-cumulants based on single-look VV intensity are also shown to
be useful for discriminating between oil spills and other low backscatter regions in both
Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data. Physical variations within the mineral oil slicks may
cause the increased texture observed in these areas. This finding is further investigated in
Paper IV, with an expansion to the multipolarization domain. A clear separation between
mineral oils and other low backscatter ocean phenomena is here obtained using the first and
second order log-cumulants extracted from the dual-copolarization covariance matrix. The
proposed method has a future potential for classification of low backscatter ocean features
of unknown origin.

12.2 Future Outlook

Although satellite SAR data are used operationally for continuous surveillance of ocean
areas, e.g., in the European oil spill service CleanSeaNet, some challenges still exist, and new
questions arise as the areas of application are expanding. The discrimination between oil
spills and look-alikes is one of the main challenges for operational oil spill detection. More
documentation on the effect of sensor parameters and their useful ranges of application for
oil spill detection and characterization is also requested. These topics are addressed in this
thesis. Some thoughts on future research areas and issues that should be further pursued
are given in the following.

Over the last decade, a potential for using multipolarization methods for oil spill
characterization have been demonstrated in the literature, including the papers presented
in this thesis. However, more extensive testing is required to verify these methods, and
take them from the research stage to the operational stage. Data over a wider range
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of wind conditions, sensor parameters (e.g., incidence angles and frequency) and slick
properties should be analyzed in order to evaluate the effect of these parameters on the
multipolarization descriptors, and map the ranges in which the features are useful. When
more data are available, and a better understanding of the features and their applicability
is obtained, a feature-based supervised classification method may be established. Such a
classification method may be based on, e.g., the feature pair selected in Paper II. The feature
comparison conducted in Paper II may also be repeated on a larger data set to evaluate
the consistency in the features discriminability. A larger number of descriptors could be
included, and a more advanced method for feature comparison could be applied. Particularly
the measure for within-class variance should be improved, e.g., by using the coefficient of
variation rather than the variance. Several recently launched and planned missions have
multipolarization acquisition capabilities, which can increase the availability of these data
types, and enhance their operational potential. The CP mode, with the advantage of larger
scene coverage compared to quad-polarization and coherent dual-polarization measurements,
is likely to be increasingly explored for oil slick characterization.

One limitation of SAR is the lack of slick information that currently can be extracted
from these measurements. In particular, information on slick thickness is desired, which
would be very valuable information during oil spill response operations. Some papers have
suggested that multipolarization features may be used to observe thickness variations within
an oil spill. In studies not included in this thesis, we find that feature-based classification
results show internal zoning in the oil spills that correlate well with expected thickness
variations [Skrunes et al., 2012a,Skrunes et al., 2012c]. However, more extensive ground
truth data, e.g., aerial photo or in situ measurements, are needed for reliable interpretation
of the SAR results.

Obtaining data for research on oil spill remote sensing can be a challenge. The data
collection during oil-on-water exercises has been essential for us to carry out the work
presented in this thesis. Efforts to collect data during oil-on-water exercises and similar
events should be continued in order to build up a more extensive SAR data set with
varying sensor, weather and slick parameters, as well as corresponding ground truth and
ancillary data. Data were collected during OOW-2014 that took place 17 - 20 June 2014,
and the planning of OOW-2015 is on-going, including plans for data acquisition with the
NASA UAVSAR. Data simulation may be an alternative to, or used in complement with,
experimental data collection.

As shown in Papers I - III, the backscatter signal in satellite SAR sensors can be
significantly affected by the sensor noise floor, especially at cross-polarization channels,
at large incidence angles and in low wind conditions. Hence, care should be exercised
when using the data for characterization purposes. In this thesis, we have excluded the
cross-polarization channels from the analyzes. However, the copolarization channels can
also be somewhat influenced by the noise, which in turn can affect, e.g., the interpretation of
multipolarization descriptors. This issue should be further explored. Also, careful selection
of imaging modes may somewhat mitigate this problem. In Radarsat-2, a lower noise
floor can be obtained by using the standard quad-polarization mode rather than the fine
quad-polarization mode, but at the cost of reduced resolution.
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The variation in multipolarization feature values among oil spills, look-alikes and
clean sea, is often related to the present scattering mechanisms (Bragg versus non-Bragg).
Although many studies indicate the presence of a non-Bragg scattering mechanism within
mineral oils, this result seem to be neither generally accepted nor well explained in the
literature, and further research on this topic is needed. In Paper III, the relative contributions
of the two components are evaluated for various low backscatter regions. This model could
be further explored in future work. The validity of the estimation of pB should be more
thoroughly investigated, and the parameters could be compared to the theoretical values of
the two-scale Bragg model. Since pB is the ratio between the Bragg components only, it
may be possible to estimate dielectric properties from this parameter, in a similar manner
as [Minchew et al., 2012] did for the total backscatter.

The multipolarization features investigated in Paper II are combinations of the SHH
and SV V measurements. Unfortunately, not all sensors offer this channel combination,
e.g., the recently launched European SAR satellite Sentinel-1. Hence, it is important
to also explore the possibility of oil spill characterization in single-polarization data. In
Paper III and Paper IV, a potential for using log-cumulants for mineral oil versus look-alike
discrimination is found, also for single-polarization intensity. Further exploration of this
method on multilook intensity data should be carried out, with the possibility of developing
an operationally viable method for classification of low backscatter regions of unknown
origin. More effort should be put into the identification of a reliable segmentation method
and an appropriate decision boundary.

As the Arctic sea ice is melting, the petroleum industry and shipping activities are
expected to move towards higher latitudes. This leads to new challenges when it comes
to marine oil spill detection and response systems. Little is known about remote sensing
of oil under, on, and within ice, but this is likely to be an increasingly discussed topic in
the literature. The discrimination between oil spills and natural seeps, which is known
to appear in the Barents Sea, is also becoming more relevant [Brekke et al., 2012]. A
combination of different remote sensing systems may be needed in Arctic conditions.

As long as oil is being produced and transported at sea, there is a risk of accidental and
deliberate releases of oil into the marine environment. SAR will continue to be a valuable
tool for detection and monitoring of these spills, and the on-going research suggests that
even more information may be extracted from SAR data in the future. Satellite SAR and
other remote sensing systems, including aircrafts, aerostats, UAVs and ship based sensors,
can be used in combination to reduce the number of illegal oil releases and limit the impacts
of accidental spills.
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